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BY DANIF) wi.% N, .1., F R.s.E., PREýl)NT.

W E meet once more to-day in our
college hall to enter upon a

new year's work with all the assuring
promise that healthful progress in the
past and the ever-increasing nurmbers
of our students can supply. The
numbers admitted now considerably
exceed those of any former convoca-
tion. Out of 240 candidates who
presented themselves from the various
Collegiate Institutesand High Schools
of the Province at the Universitv ma-
triculatiou examinations of the present
year, 204 candidates, representing
fifty-tive educational institutions, were
successful. Aat the head stood Upper
Canada College, successfully carrying
off sixteen First-Class and ten Second
Class Honours; and Toronto Col-
legiate Institute with the same number
of First-Class, and eight Second-Class
Honours. Whitby and St. Catharines
Collegiate Institutes followed, each
with ten First-Class Honours, and with

*Revised by the author for 'H. Mri.-iv.
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eleven and seven Second-Class Hon-
ours; and then followed successively,
Woodstock, St. Mary's, Brantford,
Perth, Hamilton, and the other Col-
legiate Institutes and High Schools of
the Province, with their well-won
honours in the great annual competi-
tion in the University Hall. Of the
successful competitors, upwards of a
hundred of the most distinguished
among them have already entered, as
students of this college, to pursue the
full course for the degree in Arts, in
addition to other new entrants as non-
matriculated students. When our roll
is completed for all the years, we have
good reason to anticipate that our
numbers will show greater progress
than in any previous year. Thus en.
couraged, we re-assemble, teachers
and students alike, invigorated by the
rest of the long vacation, which to
some of us has had an altogether novel
charm from the share we have been
privileged to take in the meeting of
the representatives of British science
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in Canada. To this notable incident
of the year we may justly look for
fresh incentives to exertion, alike by
p-ro.essors and students, in all depart-
me'ts of our college work. The ap-
peal to us for workers ready to bear a
wilhng part in accelerating the pro-
gress of investigation and discovery is
one which we should be recreant
to our high responsibilities if we
slighted. We are invited to share in a
triumph, the certainty of which is
assured,whatever may be the response
from us. As Lord Rayleigh remarked
in his inaugural address : " Science
knows no retrograde movement. In-
creasing knowledge brings with it in-
creasing power; and great as are the
triumphs of the present century, we
may well believe that they are but a
foretaste of what discovery and inven-
tion have yet in store for manliind.
Encouraged by the thouight that our
labours cannot be thrown away, let us
re-double our efforts in the noble
struggle. In the Old World and in
the New. recruits must be enlisted to
fill the place of those whose work is
done. Happy should I be," added
the noble president, " if, through this
visit of the British Association to
Canada, a larger measure of the youth-
ful activity of the West could be drawn
into this service. The work may be
hard, and the discipline severe, but
the interest never fails, and great is
the privilege of achievement." I can
myself·look back over the long inter-
val which bridges the gulf between
eaily youth and age, to the first meet-
ing of the British Association at Edin-
burgh, and still more vividly to that
of s85o, in which, for the first time, I
was privileged to take a part in its
work; and reflect with peculiar interest
on the fact that it was then that the
rarely gifted youth, Clark Maxwell-to
whom Lord Rayleigh has since suc-
ceeded in the Cambridge Chair of
Experimental Physics,-with modest
courage made his first appearance in

the Section of Mathematics and
l'hysics, and :hallenged the veteran,
Sir l)avid Brewster, in his own special
domain of optics. Nor can I now
reflect with otlier than keenest inter-
est, in addressing the alumni of this
College, on the stimulating influences
then exerted over many ardent young
minds, the fruits of which have been
gathered in later years. The welcome
which Canada has given to the leaders
of British Science may well sufice to
awaken high hopes in relation to all
intellectual culture; reminding us of
the wondrous vistas opening out to
the modest searcher into nature's
secrets ; and the value which attaches
to every suggestion of a novel truth,
and every detection of those hidden
laws which reward the diligent ac-
cumulation and interpretation of facts.
Science has in recent years received
some adcrluate place in our university
requirements and collegiate instruc-
tion. Let us hope that it will derive
a fresh impetus from our intercourse
with veteran explorers, to some ot
whom we owe discoveries that have
vastly accelerated the world's progress,
and advanced alike its intellectual and
material wealth. In experimental
science the training now encouraged
in the college laboratories is replete
with promise. The present genera-
tion of Canadian students has oppor-
tunities and incentives such as were
wholly unknown in very recent years;
and while there are still departments
of the natural sciences in which we
recognize the pressing need of addi-
tions to the practical appliances of the
lecturer, and especially in cerfain
branches of biology, and in electricity:
yet in other branches of physics, as in
optics, acoustics and dynamics, the
apparatus now available to teachers
and students in this college elicited
remarks of admiration, no less
than of surprise from some of our
recent visitors best qualified to
judge of their practical value. But
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while wC view with unalloyed satisfac-
tion the due prominnence given to
physical sciences, there is no dispo-
sion to relegate to an inferior place
the study of the classics, or of compara-
tive philology and ail the invaluable
training which philosophy and litera-
ture supply. The student of science
wili indeed be very inadequately
equipped for his work if all that
we owe to Greek phltosophy lies be-
yond his reach. In the departments of
mental and moral science, of ancient
and modern languages and literature,
and of historv, the appliances needed
to supplement the lectures of an effi-
cient staff are mainly to be looked for
in a well-stored library ; and while we
have yearly ta deplore the hmited fund
available for the college library,
nevertheless its carefully selected
literature, now numbering nearly
z6,ooo volumcs, is creditable ta our
young college at the accumulations
of a single generation. And if we
look with satisfaction on the increase
of valuable appliances in every depart-
ment of teaching, there is still more
reason for congratulation by the
friends of higher education on the
growing numbers of our students. We
have to contend with the honourable
rivalry of kindrcd institutions eager ta
pass us in the race. We have also to
encounter the detraction of ignoble
rivals who strive in vain to discredit
us by their misrepresentations. So
long as we are able to point to such
practical evidence as our growing
numbers supply, in proof of the favour
with which University College is now
regarded by the people of Ontario,
we can afford ta smile at such detrac-
tions. It is impossible for those who,
like myself and my old friend Pro-
fessor Chapman, recall the litie hand-
fui of students with whom we entered
on the work of this college upwards of
thirty years ago, ta look with other
than feelings of pride and gratification
on the students as they muster here

to-day in our large, yet inadequate
Convocation Hall. They sutliciently
indicate how far we have already
outgrown what, when originally built,
was supposed ta be of needlessly
ample dimensions. But a novel fea-
ture invites attention now. The
University has for years thrown open
its competitive exafninations and
honours ta lady students; and in this
none has more heartily sympathized
than myself. But such a stel) neces-
sarily led ta the demand for facilities
af training in some degree com-
mensurate with those enjoyed by the
students of University College. On
this subject I cannot do better than
quote the address delivered by nie in
the Music Hall of this city rifteen
years ago, in inaugurating the first
movement for the higher education
of women. The aim of the essocia-
tion then formed was, as I said, "ta
secure for ladies facilities for training
in the higher departments of mental
culture in some degree corresponding
ta those already available for young
men. 'Tihe liberal scale on which
this Province has provided for edu-
cation in the higher departments of
learning has already won for it an
honourable pre-eminence among the
States and Provinces of this Western
Hemisphere. But the ample pro-
vision thus secured for the trainng
of voung men in letters, science, and
philosophy, only renders thereby the
contrast more striking and invidious
which lea.ves ta the other sex nothing
beyond the Common and the county
Granimar School. The need of some-
thing more cannot be doubted. To
what extent the want is as yet felt
among ourselves the present move-
ment is designed to test;" and the
question was accordingly then sub-
mitted ta the ladies of Toronto, and
of the Province at large, whether
there really existed among them such
a desire for higher culture, and such
a willingness ta do the work of actual
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students, as to render it advisable to
organi7c a scherne for their higher
education. In recent discussions
on this subject the two essentially
distinct questions of co-education of
young men and women, and of the
higher education of womerr, have
bcen so confoundcd as to prove how
very partially this important educa-
tional question has been studied. As
to the wisdom and the great value of
the latter I have ever entertained the
strongest convictions; nor can I better
presnt my views on the subject than
by repeating the words addressed to
aToronto audience years ago. "There
is no country in the world," I then
remarked, "where woman enjoys
more leisure and independent free-
dom of action than in this Province;
emancipated as she is alike from
sordid cares and from the oppreAsive
exactions of social coventionalities.
If men toil with even undue ardour
in the .pursuit of wealth, they arc
well content that sisters, wives and
daughters enjoy its rewards. It is a
new social organization in which,
unconsciously, is being conferred on
woman ail which once pertained to
the world's privileged orders. But
let us not sacrifice thereby that
womanhood which forrs the fit
counterpart to England's vigorous man-
hood. Let us not strive, as it some-
times seems to me is the result in neigh-
bouring States, to clothe woman in ail
that is costly, surround her with ail
that is attractive and luxuriant, and
then, leaving her to her own resources,
exclaim :-' These be the lles,
glorious as Solomon's ; they toil not,
neither do they spin.' May we not
rather look to woman for the true
leisure class, for whom the great world
of thought lies invitingly open as her
legitimate sphere?" Such were my
sentiments years ago, when the sub-
ject of the higher education of women
had to be urged on public considera-
tion ; and such they remain, un-

changed. But to the idea of a truc
woman's college for Ontario, its
Legislature has thus far given the
negative; and I can only say for my
colleaguses, as for myself, that so long
as co-education is the authorized
system in tniversity College it will
be our carnest endeavour to make it
accomplish forour fair undergraduates
every advantage that the plan is
capable of. That it is the best system
few indeed have the hardihood to
affirm. The Minister of Education,
in his place in Parliament, has frankly
stated that "if it could he had, he
would prefer if something like Newn-
ham Hall at Cambridge could be
procured"; and, so far as appears,
he expressed in this the unanimous
sentiments of his colleagues; one of
whom unhesitatingly condemned the
plan of co-education, and protested
against the disposai of so grave a
question on mere grounds of economy.
So far the question has been dealt
with at thz last moment with no
apparent recognition of the gravity
of the issues involved. I am re-
luctant to believe that a subject of
such importance in its bearings on the
future character and social life of our
young country has received its final
settlement on mere grounds ofecono-
my; or that it is vain to look among
Canadian statesmen for men "too
fond of the right to pursue the expedi-
ent." Economy, however is undoubt-
edly in favour of the present plan.
Co-eductation is cheap; and while
the little Anglo-Canadian minority
in the Province of Quebec, who
borrowed from our Toronto move-
ment for the higher education of
women the plan which they have
successfully prosecuted till now, are
furnishing to McGill College by pri-
vate liberality the means for an
efficient system of academic training
specially adapted for its lady students,
the wealthy Province of Ontario,
which has hitherto prided itself on
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itsthoroughly organizedschoolsystem,
adopts a plan confessedly infenor,
because it is cheap.

In strict fulfilinent of my duty as
President of this College, I have laid
before the Minister of Education, and
through him before the Government,
my reasons for objecting to the ar-
rangements proposed. I have donc
it in the interests of University Col-
lege. But I have done it still more
in what I believe to be the true in-
terests of women. We shall, indeed,
under the present system have lady
students ; and 1 most cordially wish
them success in their honourable
struggle for intellectual training; but
I do not believe that co-education
will meet the demands of the future.
Nay, I feel assure, .hat the President
of Michigan University, speaking
with all his ample experience of co-
education, is right when he frankly
says that after all has been donc to
throw open our halls to then, the
majority of young women seeking
higher education will do so at col-
leges specially designed for women.
If this be so, then the system now
introduced will fail in that incentive
to the women of Ontario, as a class,
which is needed to beget among us
the refining influences enjoyed by a
community where highly educated
women predominate, and give that
intellectual stimulus which I venture
to think is still greatly needed among
ourselves. The influence of gifted
mothers on their sons has long been
recognized. The daily companion-
ship of cultured wives and sisters can-
not be less influential in lifting such
a community as ours above the dead
level of mere greed of gain ; a com-
rmunity in which it is still far more by
conventional phraseology than from
any truc aptness of the term, that we
can separate law and medicine from
trade and commerce, as professions
specially devoted to letters or science.
I have protested in former years

against the mischievous idea that the
purploe of an arts course is merely
for professional training. No nation
can tlourish by such a mere trading
in knowledge; or hope to teap the rich
rewards which it supplics, except as
on eleemosynary dole from more
favourcd lands. The study of the
humanities is a sigflcant academic
term, not wholly oholete in our uni-
versities, and pointing to higher aims
than the mere equipment for profes-
sional emoluments. But if the nar-
rowing of higher education to such
training for professional life is a mere
trafficking with knowledge on the part
of men: too many of whom must, how-
ever reluctantly, be contented so to
equip themselves for the battle of
life ; how much more undesirable is
it that we should have only profes-
sionally educated women ? In the
grand work of education their services
have long been welcomed, and there
ought assuredlv to be no distinction
between the educational facilities and
acquirements of teachers of either
sex. To those ladies, as yet few in
number, who seek a fit vocation in
the practice of medicine, I wish noth-
ing but success -success in practice,
no less than in training, wherever
their services are in demand. In su
far as any of the so-called learned
professions are available for women,
let them have every facility for necd-
ful preparation. The amenities of the
bar, and the courtesies of a cross-
examining counsel, have not vet
reiched such absolute perfection that
we laymen need look with apprehen-
sion on the possibility of a learned
Portia intruding on their debates.
But education in its highest sense
means something distinct from this.
It rrvans education based on the love
of knowledge for its own sake; and
widely diffused, so that it shall leaven
the whole community, and make of
us an educated people. For this pur-
pose we stand peculiarly in need of
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highly educated women, through
whom we may look for intellectual
culture extending its refining influ-
ences even mio the storny arena of

poltical contenion, while it places
before the rismng gencration a humane
and ennoblin standard such as we can
verv partially lay claim to now. This
is what I understand by thehigher edu-
cation of women ; and this the pr-sent
scheme tends toi retard, rather than to
secure. It in in the highest interests,
not of true womanhood onlv, but of
Canada's true minhood also, that I
have urged for years the crowning of
our Provincial educational system by
the establishment of a college for wo-
men, adapted for al! their special re-
quirenients, "nd not less adequately
organized and equipped than that for
young men. But, while it is right
that I should give frec expression
to my opinions mn reference to a
change in our college svstem of graver
significance than anvthing that has
been done since the secularization of
the university in 850, we are here
to carry out whatever system the Legis-
lature may determine; and it will be
our aim in the future, as it lias been
our successful endeavour in the past,
to carry it out to ever-p)rogressive re-
sults.

But our growing numbers, and the
expansion of our university curricu-
lum to place it abreast of the science
and scholarship of the ag:, have an-
other aspect for us in the anxiety, not
unnaturally aroused in the friends of
the institution, as its expenditure more
and more approximates to the annual
revenue from the endowment. I am
not disposed to trouble myself with
our claims on the Provincial treasury.
It is a mere truism that the Govern-
ment are bound to see that the Pro-
vincial College doos not fall behind
the wants of the people and the pro-
gress of the age. But I have never
been able to sympathize with those
who imagine that a Provincial College

is shut out from ail hope of private
liberality. England's and Scotland's
universities, no less than Trinity Col-
lege, )ublin, are to ail intents and
purposeq State institutions, subjected
to the mosi radical changes in their
systeins. constitution, aid denomi-
national oversight, by parliamentary
enactments, and supplemented by
State funds. Yet they largely share
in private beneficence. Nor can i
doubt that University College will
yct rejoice in gencrous benefactors,
whose names will live in honourable
remenbrance, associated with, the
chairs they have founded and the
resources they have supplied. But,
meanwhile, the inadequate resources
of ail our colleges, provincial and
denomirnational, have given a new
stimulus to the scheme for an amal-
gamation of colleges, unsuccessfully
aimed at in the University Bill of
1853; and many friends of higher
education are asking anew whether
some plan of united action cannot be
devised which shall secure healthful
ro-operation, and an economizing of
the resources of the colleges of On-
tario. My personal relations with the
heads of other colleges are of so
friendly a nature that i can look for-
ward with nothing but pleasure to
any practical scheme of confederation
which shall bring us into closer union
in promoting the great object of
higher education which we have anI
at heart. But it is not for us, whose
system is dictated to us by the Legis-
lature, to originate any such scheme.
As to University College, it is not
only growing in numbers, but, i fully
believe, increasing in efficiency; and,
if not unwisely tampered with by, the
reckless spirit of utopian innovation,
I entertain no apprehensions as to its
future, financial or otherwise. It ha;
a right to say to the Legislature, with-
out invidious disparagement of other
institutions, that it is doing the work
for which it was established : and has
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thus far bccn fotnd equal to the de-
mrands on its educationil resources.
Any scheme which aims at cripplhng
it. or which, however undeignedly, is
calcuîlatei to detract from the high
standing it has achieved, or to
diminish the advantages which it now.
offers to ail students, I should reso-
lutely oppose. I will add, moreover,
that whde ready to enter in the most
cordial spirit on any wisely deviscd
schenie of contederation, I retain no
less strongly than ever my convirtion
of the vast sup>eriority for a communitv
like this of a Provincial systcm of
education, to any denominational
scheme of schools or colleges. In a
Christian comniunity like ours, secular
education may bc safely left under the
wise control of public opinion ; ever
sensitively jealous of any encroach-
ment on the cherished religtous con-
victions of the people. Toronto may
claim in this respect a character which
will stand comparison with that of
any other city on this continent; and
the Provincial College is too largely
identified with the highest interests of
the community to assume a position
in any degree antagonistic to it. As
to the teaching of the sciences, which
is regarded with most suspicion, from
a supposed tendency of such studies
to lead to scept'cism, if not to abso-
lute materialism ; the recent utterances
of Lord Rayleigh from the chair of
the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, supply a 6tter
answer than any words of mine.

If indeed, as he pointed out in his
inaugural address, in spite of ail the
investigations of modern science, the
unique phenomena of the soap bubble
still remains an unsolved mystery, the
student of science may well shrink
with modest sensitiveness from dog-
matising on the myst.ries of the uni-
verse. But there is a strange un-
reasonableness in vogue. When we
hear of a sceptical lawyer, or come in
contact with an unbelieving trades-

man. we do not jump to thc coticlusion
that law and commerce are inimical
to spirit f ru uth ; vet such is the un-
jusit measure (Icailt out to science.
" It is true." as l.ord Raylcigh re-
markcd. " that among scientitic men,
as in other rlasses, crude views arc to
be met with as to the deeper things
of nature ; but that the litc-long be-
liefs of Newton, of Faraday, and of
Maxwell, are inconsistent with the
scicntic habit of mind, is surclv a
proposition which I necd not pause to
refutc." All one-sidedness is injuri-
ous; and a too exclusivc devotion to
any specialty is unfavourable to a
well-ba!anced mind. The theologian
will derive healthful aid from scien-
tific research ; and the metaphysician
stands peculiarly in need of its pr'acti-
cal revelations ; but only the influence
of a morbid jealousy can concentrate
suspicion on those students of nature,
as a class, who are not only unwearv-
ingly engaged in the search for her
hidden laws, but who systematically
cultivate a love of truth for its own
sake. That such men are less likely
to sympathize with the profoundest
truths of religion than our traders and
merchants, our lawyers or our poli-
ticians, is a fallacy which I will àot
believe needs serious refutation. Here,
therefore, I feel justified in affirmîng
in the strongest terms I can utter my
disapproval of any scheme that would
ainm at placing the sciences under a
theological censorship. Religion has
everything to gain, and nothing to
dread fron the amplest freedom of
scientific research. Let knowledge
grow from more to more. Give it
freest scope. Truth only, all truth,
will be the gainer. In this free com-
monwealth of Canada we cannot, if
we would, shut upp our young men in
cloisters, and administer to them
knowledge in prescrbed doses. The
literature of the day abounds with
crude and shallow scepticism, the
miserable spawn of superficial smatter-
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ings of science; and the response of
the indignant theologian is by no
means invariably characterized by the
knowledge needful to supply the anti-
dote. The only true cure is to be
found in deeper draughts at the great
fountains of truth-

"For shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,
But drinking deeply sobers us again."

The fountain is indeed inexhaustible:
for the domain of science embraces a
universe in which the physicist can

assign no limits to space, and the
metaphysician concurs with the theo-
logian in realizing no end to time.
Here, therefore, there is for the stu-
dent no finality-

'No height of daring is so high, but higher
The earnest soul may yet find grace to clinib;
Truth springeth out of truth; the loftiest flier
That soareth on the sweep of thought sub-

lime
Resteth at length; and still beyond doth

guess
Truth infinite as God toward which to

press."

HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN.*

BY PRINCIPAL SIR J. wILLIAM DAwSON, C.M.G., LL.D.

I N introducing this subject it maybe well to recall the history of
the movement in relation to the higher
education of women in connection
with the University. Our attention
was first directed to it at the time of
the establishment of the McGill Nor-
mal School in 1857, by which we
were enabled to carry on classes for
the preparation of women for the
higher positions in the profession of
teaching, and which has undoubtedly
given a great stimulus to education
generally throughout this Province.
A little later the attempt was niade to
render the benefits of the Normal
School and of our classes in the
Faculty of Arts available to ladies not
intending to be teachers ; and at one
time classes of ladies from the school
of the late Miss Lyman, regularly
attended ny lectures in our old rooms
at Burnside Hall. These efforts were,
however, very imperfect, and could
not be expected to succeed unless
followed up with more definite pro-
vision for the work, and were not long

*A Report presented to the Corporation of McGill
University, October. 1884.

continued. In 1870, when the Uni-
versity appealed to its friends for
additional endowment, at a meeting
held in the College library, in Febru-
ary of that year, the Rev. Dr. Wilkes
moved a resolution to the effect that
the University should, as early as
possible, extend its benefits to women.
The resolution was carried unani-
mously, and our late Chancellor,
Judge Day, pledged himself that it
should receive attention. It was ii
pursuance of this resolution that on
my return from England in the autumn
of the same year, I endeavoured to
enlist the leading ladies of the city
and our college professors in the
scheme for a Ladies' Educational
Association, similar to those then
recently established in the mother
country. This association has since
that time been one of the recognized
institutions of the city, and has done
an incalcuable amount of good;
though in recent years, more espe-
cially since the institution of the High
School for Girls and of the Exani-
nations for the Associate in Arts and
Senior Associate established by this
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t nivcrity in conjunction with the
Uiiiversîty of Ibshop' College, therc
has bren a growng demand for a
more definite and systemaic trainng,
which those who hiad bccr active in
connec:ion with the L.adics' Associ-
atton and the examinations for women,
felt must soon be supplied. As an
carly indication of the feeling of
thoughtfuil and educated ladies, I
should not forget to mcnion thc
Hannah Willard L.vman Menortal
Fund, tounded by pupils of that emi-
nent educationst, and placed in the
hands of this University, in anticipa-
tion of the establishment of a college
for women under our auspices. lur-
ther indications werc the endowmient
of the Trafalgar Institute as a college
for women by the late Donald Ross,
and the bequest of thc late Miss Jane
Scott ; though thcse were not in
immediate connection with this Uni-
versity. The means for carr% ing ont
our wishes did not, however. appear
to le available ; and when. last year.
the Rev. Pr. Murray brought the suh-
ject before the Corporation. by his
resolution in favour of the admission
of women, there seemed no nearer
prospect of effective action than at
any previous period. In these cir-
cumstances, the Corporation, after
collecting by means of a cormmittee a
certain amount of information, in my
opinion wisely determined to wait for
still further facts and developments
before committing itself to any decisive
action. There was the more reason
for this, inasmuch as very partial suc-
cess had attended the admission of
ladies to the classes in some of the
universities in this country, while in
the University of Toronto the subject
was activelydiscussed, and Dr. Wilson,
President of University College, had
taken strong ground against the
inthod of mixed classes. Some of
the best niodels for imitation seemed
also to be those in use in the mother
country, respecting which our inform-

ition was very impcrf-ct, and to #ome
exient contradic tory. In connection
with this derision, I proposed. in
v'isting Great irtian, to study in a%
great detail a% possible the method%
in operation in that country, rand to
report on my rctuîrn as to their appli
cab:hty to our circîmsitances.

v.nr rro F' orwIoNy iN lIPI i uN.

In Grcat Britan, there can be no
qucstion that. the movement for the
higher education of women has b-
<,ome one of the most popular of the
day; and in the interval between my
visa of i87o and that of 1883, the
progress in this direction had rvalled
that in popular education connected
with the institution of board schools,
and that in technical education arising
from the founding of the numerous
local colleges of science and art. AI]
of these are products of the last ten or
6fteen vears, and tnitedly they are
effecting a stupendous educational re-
volution. Peihaps no indication of
the importance attached to the higher
ediucation of women in England could
be more iinpressive than the character
of the meeting of the convocation of
Oxford, in Mav last, for the final vote
on the admission of wornen to the
higher examinations, at which I had
the pleasure of being present. The
meeting was said to be one o the
largest on record, and the Sheldonian
Theatre was crowded with spectators
of the highest class, who welcomed
with acclamation the declaration of
the result of 464 votes in favour of
the new regulations to 321 against.
Yet the question at issue was merely
that of extending to women the privi-
leges already granted by the Uni-
versity of Cambridge; and the nutnber
of students in the two Halls attached
to the University of Oxford does not
exceed flfty, though under the new
arrangements it will probably increase.

In considering from a practical
point of view the provision for the
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higher education of women, two sub
jects specially attract our attention.
Firsi, the Means and Methods of
Educational Training, and Sccond/y,
the Examinations and Distinctions to
which education leads. These are no
doubt closely connected, since edu-
cation without any examinations or
degrees is deprved of its most valu-
able tests and stimu/i, and since exa-
minations tend to guide the efforts of
educators ; while on the other hand
examinations without adequate means
of genuine education become mere
inducenients to cramming. These
two departments of the work may,
however, be considered separately,
with some advantage in so far as the
clearness of our conceptions is con-
cerned.

GENERAL METHODS ANI) RESULS IN
BRIrAIN.

The most general statement that
can be made with reference to the
educational side of the question in
the mother country, is that the training
of woman in the higher subjects is
everywhere based on the curriculum
of the colleges for men. At first
sight it would appear that courses of
study still somewhat hanpered with
mediæ-val precedents, and largely con-
trolled by the requ:ments of the
examinations for learned professions,
would not be perfectly adapted to the
education of women in our time.
But though this may be admitted in
the abstract, in practice it is felt that
it is better for the interests of women
that they should attain to the standard
established as the result of experience,
and accepted as sufficient in all cases
of educational and other employment
where a liberal education is required.
It thus happens that the ladies insist
on having the same course of study
and being subject to the same exami-
nations with the male students. At
the same time they avail themnselves
fully of those exemptions and options

which are connected with hoaour
studies, and which now give so grcat
a range of possible training to the
senior student. In this wav there can
be no doubt that experience will settle
the precise lines of study most desired
by and suitable for women; but the ex-
perience is scarcely of sufficiently long
duration fully to determine this, and in
the meantime much of this discussion
as to the capacity of women for the
intellectual work required of men, and
as to possible injury from their being
subjected to it, may be set aside as
purely theoretical, or may be left to
be solved by the judicious practical
trials of experienced educators, and
by the good sense of the lady students
themselves. The last report of Grton
College, Cambridge, which is o.ie of
the older college for women, gives,
however, some interesting figu-es on
this point. The number of students
of the College wvho have takenî Degree
Certificates of the University since its
establishment, stands as follows:-

Mathematical Tripos.. ... .24
Clas.cal Tripos.. ..... ... 28
Moral Science Tripos.. . 9
Natural Science Tripos.... . 15
Historical Tripos.... 6
Tneological Tripos ......... 1
Ordnary Degree...... ..... 4

Total . ............. .107

The report of Newnham College,
which has not been so long in opera-
tion, and reaching up only to 1883,
is as follows

Mathemitical Tripos.
Classical Tripos ........ .
Moral Science Tripos.
Natural Science Tripos
Historical Tripos.... .....

.. 5
10

. 9
. 9

I1

Total ...... .. ....... 44

showing a somewhat larger propor-
tion ir ravour of Natural and Moral
Science, and History.

These lists show that the women
distribute themselves over the honour
subjects in the same manner with
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men, and that their tastes and capa-
cities lead them quite as much to
the older mathematical and classical
studies as to the more modern honour
subjects, the proportion of successful
candidates for mathe-natical and clas-
sical honours being in the Girton list,
to those for all the other subjects as
52 to 3, and in the Newnhami list 15
to 29, or in both 67 to 6o.

It is worthy of note that no less
than forty-seven of the ladies in the
Girton list had become professional
teachers, and most of them in high
departments of the profession, while
only one is noted as having entered
any other profession. This is a fact
which indicates the prevailing deter-
mination of educated women to the
profession of teaching, and the pro-
bability that this profession will uli-
mately fait largely into their hands.
I have not the figures for Newnham,
but have reason to believe the pro-
portion there is quite as large.

SEPARATE OR MIXED EDUCATION.

In Britain, as in this country, the
question of separate or mixed educa-
tion of the sexes has been much dis-
cussed; but in this, as in other mat-
ters, the practical and free genius of
the English people has set itself to
work out the problem in real life, in-
stead of debating it in a theoretical
manner, and consequently we find a
number of experiments in progress.
These may be classified under threc
heads: nir. What is sometimes called
in this country " co-education," or the
education of both sexes in mixed
classes ; 2nd. Separate education in
colleges specially for women; and 3rd.
Inteiraediate or eclectic methods, in
which the two first are combined in
various proportions. The co-exist-
ence of these different methods has
the good effect of enabling parents
and students to make a choice of
systems, and to avail themselves of
that which they prefer, without estab-

lishing anything more than a friendly
rivalry between the different kinds of
institutions.

I found the method of mixed
classes in successful operation in Uni-
versity College, London, and in Uni-
versity College, Bristol, in both -f
which women are admitted freely imîýo
the ordinary classes. I did not hear
of any serious practical difficulty,
except in the case of the French class
at Bristol, in which a separation had
become necessary, but this was attri-
buted rather to the number of studcnts
than to any serious failure in discipline.

In addition to the cheapness and
facility of this method, it w as claimed
for it by its friends that it fitted
women better for the struggle of life
in competition with men, and was thus
suited to those who required this
hardening process, because in the
present social condition of England
they would have to earn their own
subsistence. It does not appear, how-
ever, to be commending itself to the
taste of women generally, as the num-
ber of women availing themselves of
it has of late years diminished rather
than increased, and in Owens College,
Manchester, where it was attempted
under what seemed favourable cir-
cumstances, it has been abandoned.
In London its success has evidently
depended greatly on the prestige of
University College, and on the exist-
ence of several good colleges for ladies
alone, which allow those who prefer
the separate system to pursue their
education in this way. Some facts
which came to my knowledge would
lead me to infer that the education in
mixed classes may be more dangerous
to the health bf young women than
that in separate classes, but this may
depend rather on the circumstances
of those who enter these classes than
on the system itself.

The method of education in sepa-
rate colleges for women is carried out
in the great college of Cheltenham,
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which has as nany as 500 pupils and
students; in Bedford, North London
and Milton Mount Colleges and in
the King's College classes in London,
and it is also to be pursued in the
great college founded by the late Mr.
Hollowav, whose buildings are being
erected at Windsor. I had much
pleasure in visiting the Cheltenhan
College and in conferring with its
principal, Miss Beale, one of the niost
zealous and able of the educationists
of England, and who lias brought this
institution into the higliest state of
efficiency almost without extraneous
aid. The college has an admirable
building, which is eminent among
English educational structures for the
excellence of its arrangements for
heating and ventilation; and in many
respects it resembles the great Ame i-
can colleges like Vassar and Welles-
ley, except that it receives young girls
and gives them a preparatory educa-
tion, so that it embraces all grades of
classes from those of an ordinary
school up to those preparing for the
honour, B.A. of the University of
London, to which its students go up
for their degrees. The class studying
for the B.A. at the time of my visit
was only twelve in number, the greater
part of the students being content to
pass in sone of the previous examina-
tions. Last year it sent up eight suc-
cessful candidates for the 3.A., and
fifteen for the intermediate, formerly
known as the first B.A. examination.
Its teachers are ladies, some of them
graduates of London, and the whole
establishment is pervaded with an air
of refinement and Christian influence
quite different from that in ordinary
colleges for men. The students do
not board together in the college, but
in separate houses, each under the
care of a lady recognized by the col-
lege, and capable of superintending
the studies of the students, or having
a tutor for that purpose. Other col-
leges of this kind, though not so large

as that at Cheltenham, are conducted
on similar principles, and a large
number of the students who annually
take degrees of the University of Lon-
don are from institutions of this class.

The third method, whiclh may be
characterized as intermediate or eclec-
tic,is that pursued atGirton and Newn-
ham Colleges, Cambridge ; Somer-
ville and Lady Margaret Halls, Ox-
ford, the Women's Department of
Owens College, Manchester, and the
classes of the Edinburgh Ladies' Edu-
cational Association. As existing at
Cambridge and Oxford, which have
taken the lead in this method, it is
merely a development of the same
system of separate colleges attached
to the University, which is pursued in
the education of men. Colleges for
women come in as an ordinary feature
in such an arrangement; and as it is
usual for male students to pursue the
greater part of their studies in their
colleges under tutors, and to take
advantage of intercollegiate or uni-
versity lectures only to a limited ex-
tent, it naturally follows that the same
rule should apply to the colleges for
women.

I had the pleasure of visiting Gir-
ton, Newnham, Somerville Hall and
the Women's Department of Owens
College, and of conferring with Miss
Louisa Stevenson, the Secretary of
the Ladies' Association of Edinburgh.
I am under special obligations also
to Miss Bernard, the Principal of
Girton, to Miss lelen Gladstone, the
Vice-Principal of Newnham, to Miss
Shaw Lefevre and Miss Haigh, of
Somerville Hall, and Miss Wilson, of
the Women's Department of Owens
College, for kindness in answering
my questions and in explaining the
plans and regulations of those institu-
tions ; while I had also opportunities
of discussing their methods and re-
sults with leading members of the
universities with which these colleges
are connected.
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Newnham College, which may be
taken as an example, has two halls,
the South and North Hall, on the
opposite sides of a road, at Newnham,
a suburb of Cambridge. It is managed
by a council of ladies and gentlemen,
and is sustained by an association
known as the Association for pro-
moting the higher educationof wonen.
The resident staff consists of a princi-
pal, vice.principal, three lecturers and
a secretary, ail of whom are women.
The Principal has special charge of
the South and the Vice-Principal of
the North Efall. Besides the resident
staff there are a number of teachers,
some of them lecturers and fellows of
colleges and others ladies, engaged
bytheCc!'-ge to lecture to its students,
and representing the subjects of ria-
thematics, classics, moral science,
natural science, history, divinity, Eng-
lish literature and modern languages.
Students must be eighteen before
entering. The course of study is
based on the requirements of the
University examinations, and ail stu-
dents are advised to take honour
subjects. In pursuing some of these,
it is expedient for them to attend the
public lectures of certain of the pro-
fessors of the University, and to this
extent mixed education is allowed in

the senior years. The full course ex-
tends over nine to twelve terms, that
is three or four years, and ail students
in residence must take the regular
course, though certain courses of
lectures are open to wonen, not stu-
dents of the College, on obtaining
permission of the Council. The
buildings accommodate eighty stu-
dents, and are plain, neat and well
planned. Each student has one room,
with a curtained recess for a bed.
There are a library, study-rooms,
class-rooms, and chemical and physi-
ological laboratory, and a garden
and lawn are attached to eaclh hall
for recreatirn. The students who,
attend classes in Cambridge, walk
into town in all weathers, and wear
boots and garments suited to the
work. I had the pleasure, by request
of my friend, Prof. Hughes, of deliver-
ing a short extempore lecture on the
questions relating to Eozoon to a class
of about twenty students, one-third of
them ladies, in the Woodwardian
Museum ; and I found that the
lectures of Professors Adams, Cay-
ley, Dewar, Harcourt, Liveing, Lord
Rayleigh, Seeley, Stuart and others,
are open to the studentsof the wonen's
colleges in their senior vears.

(lTo be continued.)

HINTS TO A COUNTY MODEL SCHOOL CLASS.:

BY EDWARD SCARLETT, INSPECTOR PJJBLIC SCHOOLS, COßOUIRG, ONI'.

VOUNG LADIES AN) GENTLEMEN ABOUT
TO ENTER THE TEACHING PRoFEssION.

AM pleased to have the honour of
welcoming you to our County

Model School, where you will further
prepare yourselves for the important
work upon which you are about to
enter.

'An Addreýs delivered to the candidates at the open-
ing of the County .iodel School at Cobourg, on Tue-
day, Sept. oth.

The various vocations arising from
a division of labour in civilized society
require careful preparation for the
right performance of the duties con-
nected with them; and the success of
any individual in any important call-
ing is in direct proportion to the
power of observation, energy and skill
which it may be his pleasure to exer-
cise. Nine-tenths of the failures of
professional men of to-day are due to
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a lack of innate perception and apti-
tude, the possession of which is pe-
culiar to success in every calling in
life, and to none more than to Public
School teaching, on which depends
the gravest and nost monentous
results.

You have corne here to avail your-
selves of the benefits of a training
school,- an Institution of which we
are justly proud, a credit as it is to pro-
vincial enterprise and local intelli-
gence. The object will be not only
to teach, or, rather, to improve you
in the best methods of organization,
school-government and the art of im-
parting instruction, but also to ascer-
tain who possesses the genius of a live
teacher. The last I hold to be the
highest function of a training school,
either Normal or Cuunty Model, as
the teacher's certificate should now
be a sufficient guarantee to trustees
that the bearer is a teacher, and to the
exact extent represented on the face
of such certificate.

The influence you may exert for
failure or success rests largely with
yourselves. If you are of the right
stamp, if you are a natural teacher,
the best results will follow. Vour
school vill be very much as you are,
polite or vulgar, neat or untidy
thoughtful or otherwise--very much
as you may direct. The manner ofthe
teacher is better than gold to a section.
Without seeing the teacher, I can
obtain a very good photograph froin
the manner of the children, the ap-
pearance of the school-room and
its surroundings. Again, show me
a school-house, its furnishings and
equipients, and I will tel[ you what
kind of people live in the section.

In regard to visiting the homes of
children under your supervision, I
cannot direct you other than that it is
especially necessary that you should
be familiar with the home influences
and circurmstances of each child at-
tending your school, in order the

better to understand how to deal with
individual cases when difficulties arise.
Consider the circumstances of a pupil
before you are too exacting or severe.
You may not find it the best policy
to have pet visiting places. However
if you think that the welfare of a sec-
tion would be better promoted by
what would please the parson best,
let your communication be "yea,
yea," or "nay, nay," for " Were't
done when 'tis done, then 'twere well
it were done quickly."

You will find it to your advantage
to read sone good schoAl journal in
order to make you faniliar with new
methods of instruction, conversant
with the doings of the educational
world, and cognizant of the changes
peculiar to our present transition.
Do not be anxious to adopt every new
plan in teaching that you see or
read about. Preserve your individu-
ality, and do not take charge of
school as a second edition of some-
body else. It is quite common to
imitate the weaknesses of people, and
less natural to initate what is most
to be admired in them. This is why
I regard the bearing cf a teacher as
a matter of paramount importance.

Children are very imitative; and
the school-room exercises a powerful
influence over habits, manners and
tastes. I would not recommend you
to acquire the habit of lecturing, when
a few words will express what you
wish to convey. Tiie best taught
schools in our country to-day are in
the hands of teachers who talk but
little. Your object should be rather
to keep your pupils busy than to
appear to be very busy yourselves.
Less talking, more teaching, and more
thoughtful work on the part of pupils,
is what we are looking for. It is not
so much what teachers do for pupils
as what pupils do for themselves that
gives potency and progress to our
Public Schools.

Many of you are comparatively
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young, and perhaps do not know how
to value good health. j do not know
that I could give a more wholesome
recipe than faithful discharge of duty,
plenty of out-door exercise and ear
conscience. I would have you give
especial attention to the instruction
given by the principal and his assis-
tants, to prepare cheerfully whatever
leqssons may be assigned, to watch

crtically the teaching donc during the
term, to acquit yourselves creditably,
and so to conduct yourselves that in
time to come it may be a pleasure to
those in any way associated with this
institution to refer to the class of
1884.

I again welcome you to our Mode]
School, where you have my warmest
wishes for your welfare.

SUlA\"S "oUJ l1.INES OF l'SYCHOu,0GV."

11Y PROF. R. AIAMS'N.

R. SULLY'S contributions to
Psychology have already se-

cured for him so distinct a place as
one of the most able and successful
students of the science that a reviewer
of his latest work is absolved from the
pleasant task of merely general eulogy.
It needs not to be said in many words
that in the " Outlines of Psychology "
ample evidence is afforded of the
writer's power of acute analysis and
felicitous statement, and that the
reader vill find in it not only a valu-
able compendium of much new work
but also rich material for further
reflection. Nor does it seen need-
fui to offer any opinion as to the
comparative merit of the book viewed
in relation to such similarly planned
treatises as may formerly have been
accessible to the English student. It
goes without saying that Mr. Sully's
book, coming as it does at a time
when psychology is occupying an
unusual amount of attention and the
material of the science is constantly
on the increase, must take a position
distinctly in advance of its predeces-
sors in the same line. It embodies
researches of a novel description, and
it brings before the student views and
lines of inquiry the importance and
significance of which have been but
recently recognized.

At the saine time the circumstances
which give to Mr. Sully's volume its
fortunate position, as representing
in compendious forn an immense
amount of new work in psychology,
have other consequences and impose
weighty obligations on the writer of a
systematic treatise. It is an old
theorem that form and matter go
together, and certainly, in respect to
any science, it is rarely possible for
its material to increase largely in
quantity without a change taking
place in the fundamental notion,
principle or nethod, which animates
the whole and gives it a special place
in the wide domain of knowledge.
The period which has been so rich in
detailed psychological work has been
one of continued discussion in regard
to the exact nature, the conditions.
even the possibility of a science of
psychology. The nany treatises on
psychology which represent that work
offer to the student a very chaos of
conflicting views in respect to all the
fundamental problems of principle
and method, and a teacher- of psy-
chology finds that his hardest, though
perhaps not his least profitable, task
is to give such an initial statement of
the nature of his facts as shall be
consistent and capable of develop-
ment. That there are special grounds
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of difficulty in taking the first steps in
psychology is a well-recognized and
nuch deplored truth, and one niiglt

add that it is likewise peruliar to
psychology that the lininal diticulties
cannot be evaded without the most
disastrous consequences to the body
of the exposition. In the objective
sciences, that is, in those portions of
knowledge in which the material is,
so to speak, one-sided, in which no
fact is contemplated save uinder
the form of something capable of
being presented as an object to a cogni-
tive muid. it is possible to separate the
strictly scientific dificulties from so-
called metaphysical problenis by muere
reference to the marked difference of
treatment. But it is one of the pro-
blems which the psychologist bas to
handle ii limine-whether his facts
can be viewed as objects merely, and
if he bc wise he will not allow himself
to be misled by any shibboleths of the
tribe of science. Ternis like "order-
liness," "uniforniity," "I iw," have but
a formal significance, and must not
be supposed to carry with them any
decision of the real diticulty as to the
nature of the phenomena within which
order, uniformitv, and law ar., to be
manifested.

Psychologists of a former generation
used often to include in their treat-
ment a chapter on the difficulties
which originated in the terminology of
their science. Trhey rarely exhausted
these difficulties, and perhaps there
would be no more useful section in
a modern scientißc treatise on the
subject than that which should submit
to the most careful treatment the
sources of ambiguity in the terms
inevitably employed in the investiga-
tion. Language, though rich, is far
from rich enough to furnish equiva-
lents for all the shades of significance
that may call for expression, and, in
uacing the development of so enor-
mously complex a fact as the indi-
vidual mind, the psychologist has

constantly to be on his guard against
the erroncous identifications of differ-
ent phenomena that are likely to arise
froi the emiployment of identical
teris. Words always inply the stage
of intelligence in which quite definite
recognition of object and objective
ronnection lias bCCn acquired, and
cause us therefore serious perplexity
when we are called upon to express
cither a simple phase of thought, or a
merely abstracted portion, or the
romplex fact of recognizing an object.

It only remains to be added, that
the vast extent of the iatci ial which
the psychologist has to handle makes
systematic treatment unusuallv liard
and perhaps it would not be unfair
to say that, whether or not a science of
mind be possible, it does not yet exist
as a fact. In face of the phenoniena
of mind, psychologv is at present
much in the position in which
mechanics was to the complicated
forms of material change prior to the
disclosure of the simplest laws of mov-
ing bodies. We are probably only on
the way towards arrangements of our
facts into relatively simple and coni-
plex, and are yet far from the stage
at which systematic development
of the whole is practicable. It is
in view of the general problems
arising from the exceeding complexity
of the psychological data, the great
difficulty of defining their nature, and
the close relation of the inquiry to
other lines of philosophical investiga-
tion, that one must examine any new
presenta.ion of the science: but before
asking how far Mr. Sully's volume
advances our insight, a word may be
permitted on certain minor ends which
the work may serve and probably is
intended to serve. It is a text-book,
that is, it offers a general introduction
to the vast subject, an introduction
suited to a first study ; and further,
it includes special reference to the
theory of Education. In both re-
spects, while the book gives much
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that is valuable, nuch that cannot bc
got elsewhere and that is nevetheless
indispensable, it appears to leave
something to be desired. For the
student who is b.gmning psycho-
logical work it is at once too long and
too short-toa long, because it has
endeavoured to include alnost every
special line of investigation, too short,
because it has been found necessary
to refrain from the complete, exhaus
tive treatment of even cardinal diffi-
culties. In my opinion, it is far more
important that the student should be
brought by careful and many-sided
treatment of the more prominent
phases of mental life to realise the
general nature of the subject, than
that he should be introduced to the
special researches that have grown up
in connection with each point in the
complex history of mind. Suich
special researches have their value
only when carried out on a well-
secured bisis, and they are even apt
to mislead when takcn up too soon.
The considerations involved in them
can only be appreciated by a fuller
handling than is appropriate to a text-
book, and brief reference is likely to
convey a false impression of their
exact nature. I do not say that what
Mr. Sully gives us, in regard, e.g., to
the mechanism of sensation and to
movement, is not in itself of high
value, but nerely that it does not
seem material of a kind to be profit-
able to the student. On another
teature of the book in which it bears
on the wants of the student, the unity
of conception or method implied in
it, I shall presently comment ; and I
would add the expression of a vish,
which will probably be shared by
other readers, that Mr. Sully had
found it possible to extend largely his
bibliographical references.

I am in entire agreement with Mr.
Sully in his remarks on the connec-
tion between Psychology and theory
of Education; and certainly, were one

2

to draft a course of instruction for
the training of teachers, Pyschology
should occu)y an important p la c e
thercin. I would add that, in mv
judgmient, the study of the problens
peculiar to the theory of education
is of the highest value for the psy
chologist. These problems compel
hin to dwell on the gradual develop-
ment of the ncntal life, and bring
before him in a very suggestive way
the variations in the nature of each
phase of that life due to its develop-
ment. But if a writer proposes to go
beyond the general bearing of psy-
chology on educational work, which
is involved in the very conception of
a regular order of mental develop-
ment, he must, I think, take in more
than Mr. Sully has found compatible
with the limits of his treatise. He
must be prepared to compare in
detail the general rules of educational
practice and the nterials of educa-
tion with his psychological doctrines.
Only so can he attain the desired end
of correcting and illuminating educa-
tional miethod. The short sections
appended to the several chapters, in
which Mr. Sully makes specific the
reference to education, are too brief
to represent all that is implied in
his psychological analysis, and suffer
moreover from being so broken up.
Mr. Sully, however, may be encour-
aged to do what he is eminently fitted
for, to deal systematically with educa-
tional theory, and we should gladly
hail such a treatment.

Turning now to the work as repre-
senting a complete statement, in
elementary fashion, of the facts of
mental life, one is naturally attracted
by the general arrangement of its
parts, a feature by no means so exter-
nal as it might seem. A brief intro-
ductory chapter on the Scope and
Method of Psychology, a chapter
supplemented to some extent by three
Appendices, is followed by three
chapters on Mental Operations and
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their Conditions, on Mental I )evelop-
ment, and on Attention, which forin in
conjunction the real introduction, tne
general treatnent of mind as a whole.
Then, following to some extent the
traditional rubrics, cone six rhapters
(v.-x. inclusive,) on Intellect, passing
in review, successively, Sensation,
Perception, Reproductive Imagination
(memory), Constructive Imagination,
Conception, judgnent, and Reason-
ing. Two chapters are devoted to
the Feelings, simple and complex,
and two to Mind as active or striving,
Will and Voluntary Movement, Com-
plex Action and Conduct. It does
not seeni untair to say that the
arrangement adopted is largely a
compromise between the view which,
starting with the unity of mind and the
intimateconnectionof its fundamental
features, endeavours to follow geneti-
cally its development into specially
marked phases, and the view of the
older empirical psychology, which
fastened upon the specific differences
of the developed phases and endeav-
oured to lay down for each certain
generalizations or laws. To recognize
the first view at ail is something
gained ; to give a thorough statement
of its implications, to carry it out
systematically, and to bring it to bear
upon the empirical generalizations of
the older psychology, is a task which
we think Mr. Sully is continually
approaching in his treatinent, but
which he has not successfully carried
out. The most valuable sections of
his work are those in which be ap-
proaches, the task most closely, the
chapters, e.g., on Mental lievelopment
and on Attention, and portions of the
chapters on the Emotions and on Will;
the least satisfying are those in which
he keeps more closely to the older
forms of expression, ,the chapters on
Perception and Imagination, and par-
ticularly those on Thought (Concep-
tion, Judgment and Reasoning).
The difference between the views, a

difference very inperfectly indicated
by a brief statcment, is so radical that
such a constant struggle between
them as I seem to perceive in Mr.
Sully's exposition, is almost certain to
weaken the affect of the whole pre-
sentation, and to make it to some
extent a failire. Highly as i rate
the value of Mr. Sully's volume, and
much as I admire not only the
coimpletencss of knowledge which
enables him to muster so many iso-
lated fa< ts but also the acuteness with
which lie treats a multiplicity of single
problems, it does not seem to me
that he succeeds in giving one com-
plete, consistent view of the whole
phenomena of mind.

'Tlie apparent conflict of views to
which I have referred undoubtedly
connects itself with and depends on
the omission from Nir. Sully's volume
of any f.'l discussion of the point of
view from which the facts of mind are
to be treated, i.e., of psychological
method. One can understand the
reasons which might weigh with a
writer to induce him to omit the dis-
cussion, especially in the case of a
te,.-t-book ; for certainly the problem
that has to be attacked is of unusual
subtlety and complexity. But unfor-
tunately the peculiar nature of psy-
chology renders it quite impossible
to dispense with the labcrious work
of definition and explanation, and an
exposition where one can only gather
imperfectly and from isolated parts
the general idea of the whole on
which the writer proceeds, must find
itself enibarrassed at various points
and have always a certain misleading
tendency. Mr. Sully fully recognizes
that psychology has something pecu-
liar, and invariably couples his descrip-
tion of it as a natural science with
some qualifying remark ; wherever he
has to deal with the advance in coi-
plexity of the mental life his handling
implies a more profound conception
of the nature of the facts than is for-
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mally enunciated ; but he leaves the
explicit statecent uinsaid, and the cvil
consequences secm t; me to be appa-
rent in more than anc special disquisi-
tion in his volume.

For one would not demand a
special treatncnt of the scope and
method of psychology were the oily
result to be the more accurate classi-
fication of psychology in relation to
natural science and philosophy, though
even with that much would be gained.
The pressing need is for a clear and
unambiguous explanation of what the
thinker takes to be the characteristic,
peculiar features of the facts he pro-
poses to systematize, an explanation
which is but the explicit statement
of the kind of consideration that he
will apply to the several concrete
phenomena as they successively pre-
sent themselves in the course of his
exposition. The difficulties in the
way of defining one's point of view
are so great ; it is so easy to adopt a
mode of speech that is radically un-
sound ; it is so imperative that the one
method should be consistentlv carried
out-that the formai discu ,ion of
method seems to be imposed as an
indispensable obligation on every ex-
pounder of psychological science.
When one compares the various trea-
tises that represent the cultivation of
psychology since the Kantian cra,
one is struck by the enormuous differ-
ence in detail that spring fromw funda-
mental differences of methodical view,
and impressed with the conviction
that an immense amount of labour
must -yet be expended in merely clear-
ing the way for a sound view.

Mr Sully emphasizes the position
that Psychology is a science, and that
the psychologist must proceed after
the recognized scientific method to
classify his facts, to refer them to
their conditions, and to reduce the
complex mass to general laws or
order. With all this one car have no
quarrel, for nothing is implied as to

the nature of the facts and no one
would question that if the facts are to
be known, are to be reduced into the
systematic form of a known body of
truths, the processes to be applied are
those of knowledge. 'l'le difficulties
arise with the next step, when a state-
nient, however brief, is offered as tothe
nature of the facts. Here Mr. Sully
leaves us in some obscurity. He
uses the characteristic of inner experi-
ence as marking off the facts of mind
from those of nature, and he lays
stress upon Introspection as the mode
by which inner experience is brought
before the thinking mind. Now it
does not seem to me that the distinc-
tion of inner and outer experience
will carry us very fir, and it is certain
that the distinction is far from being
so clear as might at first glance
appear. Outer experience, Mr. Sully
is well aware, is just as much a pro-
blern for the psychologist as that
which is contrasted with it. And if
we turn the opposition into the more
objective phrase, outer and inner
facts, we are left without any data by
which to determine the precise nature
of the latter. The contrast between
inner and outer facts as the psycholo-
gist treats it is a highly complicated
and involved act of mind, and we cari
hardly afford to start with it as our
rost elementary distinction. Nor will
the negative mark, non-occupancy of
space avail much. It may be possible
in the course of psychological analysis
to explain how it cornes about that
the individual distinguishes his own
mental life from the larger world and
characterises it as opposed radically
to the extended, space-occupying
things known to him; but, if we are
to start with this feature, we must
express it in such terms as shall show
its true place in the history of the
individual's mind. The term Intro-
spection, finally, has this of danger in

1 it, that it inevitably leads one to re-
gard the facts of mind as presenting
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exactly the same formal aspcct, aspect
as known tact, to the introspective
observer that external facts offer to
him when percipient. They are taken
to be isolated, separable objects,
inrner in nature, but connected in ways
indentical with the observable con-
nections of natural facts. One might
even question whether the term In-
trospc-tion should be allowed to hold
the place it does in psychological
treatises. It wili hardly be main-
tained that it is by a special art the
individual comes to know that he has
a mental life, a life which he distin-
guishes from so-called external things;
and if it be said, that nevertheless it
is by introspection he obtains a scien-
tific knowledge of this life, one must
point out that the term indicates then
no new unique process, but simply
concentration of attention on that
which is given in memory. It cer-
tainly becomes possible for the indivi-
dual to reflect definitely on his own
mental existence as contrasted with
the stream of events taken to be ob-
jective, and we can trace the steps by
which the power is gained ; but liere
needs no new term to indicate the
tact.

The few indications give by Mr.
Sully of the main conception on which
he proceeds do not allow him, I think,
to attain any very clear discrimina-
tion of the province of psychology
from other branches of philosophy.
In fact were one to press to their
conclusion the expressions regarding
inner experience and psychology as
a science, they would warrant one
in saying that psychology had no re-
lation at ail to philosophy, and that
it stood on its own basis as a treat-
ment in scientific fashion, of a body
of specially characterized facts. Such
a conclusion would be unfortunate,
though one should deprecate the in-
clusion in psychology of certain pro-
blems not uncommonly dragged in,
and should maintain that a distinction

can bc indicated sufficient at once to
give a clear ground for psychological
analysis and to connect it with general
philosophy.

It appears to me that if wc proceced
towards a determination of the exact
nature of psychological material and
start, as we must do, with broad cur-
rently acceptcd distinctions, we
arrive inevitably at the conception of
the individual conscious subject as
that which gives unity to ail the
phenomena of the so-called inner life.

We cannot express a fact of mind
otherwise than through terni- which
iniply the peculiar referenc, to the
individual subject and the distinction
between the state of the individual
and that which is, as we should put it,
the content of the fact. Our analysis
of the conditions under which the
sense of individual mental existence
cornes about may force upon us.
the conclusion, that in the complex
mechanism through which it is real-
ized there are the possibilities of
affections which we could hardlv
describe in similarly precise terms,
but we interpret these only through
the analogy of the mental existence in
which the individual is aware of him-
self and has opposed to hii a rela-
tively objèctive system. By objective,
I may note, there is not implied e.rtra-
organic: the dualism which starts
with mind and things seems to
me not only wholly misleading but
wholly needless for psyc.. >logical
analysis. A thing, in the sense of an
extra-organic object, is an extremely
complex determination of the indivi-
dual's thought, and we can trace gen-
etically how the characteristic features
come to be added on to the perfectly
generàl opposition of individual con-
sciously existing and that which is
objert for him.

\Vhen we work backwards and en-
deavour to indicate the full nature of
this ultimate fact, we are brought, I
think, to see that the current separa-
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tion of Knowing, Fecling and Acting
docs injusticeto the unity of mind.
Briefly, one would say there can be
no sense of individuality, no con-
sciousness of self as a ment.-il exist-
ence, save through the intinate union
of knowing, feeling and acting.
Knowing when we view it in ahs/rado,
implies solelv.as its formal and gen-
eral characteristic, the dual opposition
between knowcr and known, an op-
position not of two entities or facts,
but an opposition which is contained
in and makes the essence of the act
of knowing. But so far there is given
nothing beyond mere generality, and
we might analyse knowledge to any
extent without discovering in it aught
that would serve as adequate founda-
tion for the conception of the indi-
vidual self. Only in activity is there
individualizing force, and only through
feeling which accompanies overy
change of mental being is there effect-
ed a junction between the striving or
impulse that is the secret of individual
life and knowing which makes that
life conscious and intelligent. The
threefold cord of conscious )ife we
may subject to isolated treatment,
and in the course of its development
the reative proportions of its factors
exhibit the most wonderful varieties,
but its unity is the indispensable fact
with which in tracing the history of
the human mind we have to start.
Such a conception allows us not only
to render quite precise the relation
of psychological analysis to other
branches of philosophy, but serves to
determine the course of psychological
exposition and to illuminate its separ-
ate problems. It is through and in
the conscious life of the individuai
that all the thinking and acting
which may forn the material for other
treatment is realized, and with the
content of that thought or action the
psychologist, as such, has not to deal.
Where we isolate the content and
treat it as having a quasi existence per

st, we arc in the attitude of objective
or natural Science. Vhere wc en-
deavour to interrp.c- the signitcance
of the whole, to <determine the mean-
ing of the connective hnks which
bind it together, we arc in the atti-
tude of philosophy. But when we
regard the modes through whiclh know-
ing and acting are realized in the life
of the individual subject we are in
the position of the psychological in-
quircr. It is the sole and the whole
tilPtq,. of thr nerýAnginvt tn tr-sc<
the history of the conscious ife of
the individual subject, and it is in the
notion of the individual subject that
he will find the lhmits of his treatment.
In parts of his work, as before said,
Mr Sully docs approach this view,
but lie does not always remain truc
to its guidance.

Were we to adopt as our principle
in psychological exposition this notion
of the individual conscious subject,
we should find that the course of
exposition was determined for us.
The conditions under which the
mental life of the individual is pos-
sible would form the matter for the
first general division of the treatment,
and we should be able to carry with
us from this general treatment pro-
positions that would find their special
application in the analysis of more com-
plex phases. The three chapters of
Mr Sully's book, already signalized
(chs. ii.-iv.),seen to me to correspond
in part to this general treatment, but
he has not succeeded in conveying so
clearly as could be desired a represent-
ation of the elementary constituents
of mind, and he does not consistently
apply even what is given. I shall
take one or two special matters to
illustrate what I imagine would follow
were the more complete conception
carried out.

Mr. Sully rightly gives to Attention
a place as a general fact, and under
that head treats fully and instructively
of the conditions under which the
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"self-direction (if the mind " is brought
about. But he seens to bi unccrtain
as to what attention is in itsclf and
gw-es only mctaphors m explanation.
No.v closer inspection of the numer-
ous facts lie adduces muight have led
him to the just conclusion that attcn-
tion is not in one scnse an additional
fact, somthing over and above the
content of mental life to which. as
one popularly expresses it, attention
is given, and also that the precise
significance of attention, the com-
ponent parts, will vary according to
the stage of mental developnient. If
wc bear in mind that the individual
self-conciousness contains always the
threc factors, knowing, feeling and
striving, that it is constantly altering,
that at each stage there becomes morc
definite the notion of self, and that
at each moment the empirical self
may present special features. there is
no difficulty in regarding attention as
the term to indicate the definite, mo-
mentary connection of any given con-
tent of the mental life with the sense
of individual being. The difference
between attention and consciousness
would then sinplv be, that in the
formerthe given fact has such concom-
itants as connect it for the moment
in a special way with the prevailing
contents (" the ruling cluster of ideas,"
as Volkmann puts it in the passage
quoted by Mr. Sully) of the indivi-
dual's self-consciousness. It is by a
slow process that there grows u) so
definite and habitual a " cluster of
ideas " (constituting self in opposition
to other things) that voiuntary con-
centration becomes possible. Indeed
the distinction between the so-called
involuntary and voluntary modes of
attention is to be regarded as one of
degree only.

There is one general consequence
of the view taken which is so inpor-
tant in its bearing on isolated pro-
blems that it may here be briefly
stated. Nothing that we can call a

state of mind is cvcr simple. Wc
mnay therefore dismiss as frivolous the
inquiry whcthcr the mind can he in
more than one state at a time. and
look with di1strust upon all the modes
of speech which imply that the mental
life ronsists of a %cries or train of
states. Wc shall cven qualify the old
rule of attention whirh Mr. Sully
quotes with approval,plurtbus intntus
minor est id sing'u/a sensus, and say
that it is utterlv false whcn taken
withotit duc explanation, and alto-
gether valuclcss with it. And when
we pro-ced to the analysis of highly-
dcvcloped phases of mental life we
must be on our guard not to ncglcct
such useful hints as the gencral view
supplies to us. In examining, c.g.,
the important portion of knowledge
that is commonly callcd sense-pcrcep-
tion, and taking for isolated *rcatment
the conditions under which affection
of the bodily mechanism results in
sense-perceptions, wc must not allow
the phrascology wc employ to induce
us to accept sensations, or sensuous
atoms or shocks, or whatcver they may
be called, as facts of the mental life.
Mr. Sully's treatment of sensations,
full and painstaking as it is in refer-
ence to the special researches that
have yielded so mnuch knowledge of
the mechanism of sense, lacks the
clear determination of these as mere
elements, factors of the unique state
of knowing, and is, moreover, per-
plexed by the want of a general state-
ment correlating the several parts.
His view of perception is difficult to
grasp, and it would have added to the
value of his exposition had he quite
marked off the problen of localisation
from the discussion of the other char-
acteristics which he assigns to percer-
tion. It might be well did psycholo-
gists agree to employ the termn Intui-
tions to indicate that aspect of the
percept in which it is regarded merely
as sensuous contentplus the additional
feature of space-determination. But
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both in regard to loc-ahsato,'n and in
reg.arl to the additional characteristics
of the perrept. Mr Sully's arrunt
would have bcen nproived by follow-
ing moreC debberatclv the genctie
method, and ni ludng a fuller treat-
ment o(f that which scems to nie the
key of the wholc process, our deter-
innation of tlie body. The predicates
by which we assign specific neanmng
to the so called external thing are
entirely relative to the body, and what
wc rall the reli//y of a perccived thing
has no sigmîficance save when viewcd
in relation to the realty of the bodv.
Our apprchension of an external
thing is an excessively complcx fart,
but we can trace with considcrable
success the mode in which out of the
primitive opposition of self and object
therc gradually grows up on the one
hand the more deflinte conception of
the empirical self, and correlatively,
on the other hand, the determination
by cvcr new features of that which is
not self.

The propositions that there is no
reality save as the counter term of the
real activity of self, and that the re-
ality of the external thing perceived
is a more complex determination re-
lative to the recognized reality of the
body, throw light on many perplexing
points of special psychology. Thus,
e.g, Mr. Sully seems to me uncertain
with rescct to the nature of Belief,
and to be inclined to regard it as a
unique fact, influenced by the influ-
encing Knowledge, Feeling and Will,
but distinct from then. At the same
time, he thinks that knowledge is on
its subjective side believing, that is
to say, would substitute belief for
knowledge as the main fact of mind.
No doubt the conditions of belief are
numerous, and, as with all other facts
of mind, differences will appear accord-
ing to the complexity of the stage of
mental life at which belief is being

vicwCd. Iltt the connection betwcch
belief and the notion of rcalty point%
the wav towards an explanation of it%
nature and its relations to the other
farts of mind., Rcality has more
tiieanings than one, and what is called
external realhty is but one spccies.
Ail of them signify, howcver, the
opposition of self in its momentarv
phase, of self rcrognîcd as real. and
of the correlative terni, whatsocvcr
that may be- a term the nature of
which is the content of the indvidual's
knowlclge at the moment. Now, the
recognition of the reality of self is not
a simple fact, cither of knowing. or of
feeling or of acting, but a compound
of ail thrce. Uchef is the special
name for the sense of reality which
accompanies ci recognition of self
as in opposition to some deternined
object. So long as the difference
between the mental life and its sur-
roundings is obscure or imperfect, so
long docs "primitive credulity " lead
the individual to take as real whatso-
ever cnters into his conscious experi-
ence. So soon as mcmory enables
hini to distinguish between the mo-
mentary phase of his experience and
its contnuous existence, so soon is
there possible a distinction between
that which is believed in as real
and that which is determined as ideal.
The numerous features by which ex-
ternal reality becomes for us a fact of
experience give additional complexity
to belief, and allow us to draw the
familiar distinctions between percep-
tion and imagination which we are
accustomed to take as exhausting the
opp.>sition of real and idea. I do
not say that perceiving and imagining
have the same content so far as know-
ledge is concerned, and that the one
is accompanied, by belief which is
wanting to the other, for every charac-
teristic ot the total state affects the
content, but only that in the one
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the clements for deterrmining re-
ality are given and that in the other
they are absent. The elements them-
selves vary much in the course of
development. but, so far as external
reality is concerned, ' always relate
definitely to the body. It is because
the feelings and the will enter so potent-
ly into the determination of the body
as a known fact, that beliet may be so
readily described as a kind of feeling
or even as an active state.

To Mr. Sully's treatnent of Imagi-
nation the main objection I should
have is his tendency to look upon the
ideas as separate images, entities of
somepeculiarkind,andtodisregardthe
important consideration that they are
always ideas ifsomething, that is to say
that here we have repeated the complex
fact of a mental state in which is given
the opposition 5etween the subject
and the content represented. Lan-
guage is hard, and it is diflicult to
avoid saying that the mind has ideas,
as though ideas were things which the
mind contemplated, and yet the ex-
pression is most misleading. The
mind, one would rather say, is its
ideas. It is only through memory
and reflection that we come to
distinguish our mental life as a
unity and to contrast with it the sepa-
rate phases as something belonging to
it. But on this and on many other
tooics suggested by the chapters on
Imagination, I cannot now renark.

It is with some satisfaction that one
sees the small space alloted by Mr.
Sully to the account of the Laws of
Association. As commonly formulat-
ed these laws are most delusive, and
the attempt to apply them in their
crude form has only resulted in failure.

Ve have in them empirical generaliza-
tions founded on observation of highly
complex phenomena of mind which,
as so stated, are wholly inapplicable
to the problems that psychology has
attempted to solve by their means.
Recent writers, especially Wundt, but

in part also Steinthal, have approached
the subject in a more comprehensive
way and distinguished between the
clementary modes of connection in
the mental life and the conditions
under which is matured experience
suggestions come about. What we
require specially to keep in view in
approaching the problem is that the
mental life does not forrm for us a
string of separate parts (a considera-
tion, by the way, which should lead
to a considerable revision of the ordin-
ary explanations of Memory), and
that phrases such as "calling up an
idea " are mere metaphors. Each
separate fact of conscious experience
stands out momentarily from the vast
complex of the individual mind and, as
one says, receives so much attention,
but it is always accompanied by this
complex, and the question what deter-
mines the train of thougbt, what
causes us, as we say, to think of some-
thing else, is really the question what
causes attention to include this or
that at the moment. The motives
are infinitely numerous, and vary in-
definitely in character in successive
stages of individual developnent; for
the most part, indeed, they are dis-
tinctly what would be described as
logical; bat the essential fact is the
movement of attention as expressed
in the view taken of the part more
immediately under consideration. It
would require more detail than can
here be given to show how the cur-
rently accepted Laws are taken in
under this more comprehensive view.

The last point to which I can call
attention is the treatment of the
various forms of Thought, contained
in chs. ix. and x. Here in particular
I seem to notice the effects of the view
which rewards the complex and unique
fact of knowing as though it were
but an object, one among others, with
the same singleness of nature that is
peculiar to the content of external
perception. Mr. Sully takes the class-
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notion or concept as through it were
a fact to be observed, differing from
the idea of the particular in being
relatively poorer in marks, and re-
sembling for the most part the generic
image. Not only would one doubt
the whole supposed process of begin-
ning with particulars and passing to
the general, not only would one hesi-
tate much in describing the class-
notion as the special type of concep-
tion, but one must entirely reject the
reading of the general notion which
is satisfied with regarding it as a kind
of fainter image or faded picture.
Fainter image or faded picture may,
in truth, exist as parts of the com-
plete act of conceiving,-parts which
ought not, however, to be viewed as
having a quasi-objective existence,-
but the act of conceiving is itself, as
the very naine and common logical
terminology force upon us, a complex
operation, in which distinct and emî-
phatic recognition is present of ob-
jects as opposed to the thinking
subject, and in which the attention is
turned upon the relations of content
which these objects exhibit. A gen-
eral notion is the knowledge of some-
thing, and cannot even be described
in such a way as to avoid the ultimate
dual reference. It is no matter of
surprise, but a simple consequence of
the way in which our conscious life
develops, that the amount of concrete
imagery inplied in the act of conceiv-
ing should be infinitely varied, and

WHY Boys D!SLIKE To LEARLN TRADES.
-The old system is, in the main, responsible
for the aversion that such large numbers of
boys manifest for learning trades. The first
year a boy in a blacksmith sho.p, for instance,
is put to the roughest and most disagreeable
work. He is made to do a thousand-and-one
things that will be of no use to him when he
grows up, and have nothing to do with making
him a skilful mechanic. He knows this and
naturally rebels and wants to do something
that will be of benefit to him. He is brought

that signs or symbols, which are pos-
sible only for thinking intelligence,
should be capable of taking the place
of specific representations. On the
whole, however the chapters on
thought and its processes are those in
which Mr. Sully's keen faculty seems
to have been least exercised, and per-
haps the problems included therein
have less interest for him than for
othere.

It would unduly extend this notice
were all the subjects suggested by the
latter portion of the book to be noted,
however briefly. The psychology of
the Feelings and of the Will is in a
very inchoate state, and I can only
say that I think Mr. Sully's contribu-
tion there of every high value. I do
not make very clear to myseif his ac-
count of the Will, and I should gladly
have seen a more thorough discussion
to the various phases through which
our impulsive or striving nature passes
in its developnent. I wish, too, that
Mr. Sully had not said even the word
that is here said on that famous bug-
bear, Free-will.

I cannot conclude without the gen-
eral remark that though difference of
principles makes me dissatisfied with
Mr. Sully's exposition as a whole, I
arn not insensible to the high merits
of his work. Many portions, particu-
larly where the analysis of some rather
concrete phenomenon is under inspec-
tion, seem to me of the highest order.
-Mind.

to feel that to be a good blacksmith, he
requires much brawn and little brains. That
he obtains an erroneous idea of the trade he
is trying to learn we all know, but, neverthe-
less, this impression is apt to become fixed in
his mind from the character of the work he is
put to do. Is it any wonder that he looks
with envy on the boy behind the counter
or in a lawyer's office, and longs to get
away from an employment which has be-
come irksome ?-The Blacksmith and Wheel-
wright.
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,rhe questions received from W. J. Robert-
son, M A., St. Catharines, will appear next
month.)

PROBLEM.

FROM FEBRUARY MONTHLY.

9. A Bill upon which 576 members voted
was lost on a division; subsequently, the
same members voting, it was carried by a
majority half as large again as it was origin-
ally lost by, and the majority in the latter
case equalled the number of those who first
voted for thi Bill. Find how many mem-
bers changed their minds.

9. Let x be number who voted for the
Bill, then 576 - x is number who voted
against the Bill, so 576 - 2x is the first
najority, and (576 - 2x) 4 is the second
majority.

Per question

(576 - zx)j =x
x=216

So on first division 216 voted for and 360
against, or there was a majority of 144
against the Bill, and therefore the majority
'an second division was 216 for the Bill ; so
that the number who changed their minds is
144 + 216

--180.2

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

ANNUAL EXMINATIONS, 1884.

7unior Matriculation.

PROBLEMS.

Examiner-.W. J. Loudon, B.A.

i. If three circles touch each other in any
manner, the tangents at the points of con.
tact pass through the same point.

2. If the circunference of one circle pass
through the centre of another, any two
chords of the second drawn from the point
of intersection so as to cut one arother in
the said circumference will be equal.

3. A straight line meets the produced sides
of a triangle A B C in A', B', C' îespec-
tively, prove that the triangles A B B',
A C C', A' C C', A' B B' will be propor-
tionals.

4. Solve the equations-
y

2 
+z +y:=a'

.+x'+zx=b

x* +y% + xy=c'

5. If 3+V - is a root of x -6A+ i3x*
-8x + 30 = o, find the other roots.

6. If a, b, c b! roots of the equation xa +
qx+ r=o, form the equation whose roots are

I I I

ab+-g. bc+g, ca+-.

7. Solve the equation-tan (cot x)=cot
(tan x).

8. If x cos (ý+î9)+y sin (O+)=a sin 2Q

and y cos (0 i-0) - x sin (P+)=2a Cos 29,

then (x sin A -y cos 0)â+(y sin F+x cos 0)Î

(2a) •

9. Show that the area of a triangle is
A B 'C a b' c2

i sin sinsin- Z + sin B + sin

io. If a, b, c, the sides of a triangle, be in
H. P., then

. AsinA
2 cos B-cos 4
C cos C-cos b'

sin --
2

i i. Find for what values of a and c the
expression (a + c-1)I + (c + a')'>2g.

12. Prove that the sum of the cubes of
three even numbers in A. P. is divisible by
24.

13. Show that the square described about
a circle is 1 of the inscribed duodecagon.
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14. lIf (-x)=e'- i, and Q (x)ze,+ i show

thatf (x) log [f [ 9(x)1 +oP p<x4]) 1
=O(x) . log 1 [0 f (x) ' + f if(x) )

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEMS.

By Leo. B. Davidson, lead Master Glen-
allan School.

t. If il of (A's money - l of A's money)
B's money

2 of B's money + - ,
4 I

compare A's money with that of B.
Ans. 25:8.

2. The population of a city increased by i
of itsclf in each year for five years. How
much more than double the original popula-
tion did it become in that time?

Ans. .

3. A person buys i of a property which
afterwards rises in value by ¼. He then
sells § of his share for $î,6oo. Find the
value of the property. Ans. $2,500.

4. A farmer takes to market 1,269 pounds
of oats and peas, mixed equally by measure.
He sells the oats for 4oc. per bushel, and the
peas at 7oc. How much does he receive?

Ans. $14.85.

5. A 5 franc piece is worth 4s. and a
Prussian bank note of $5, containing 150
groschen, is equivalent to 18t francs. Re-
duce £14 7s. to Prussian dollars and gros-
chens. Ans. 95 dols. ; 20 gros.

3½ 4
6. B, after paying A L of -of •22 of

4 31
.5o5 of $1S found that he had j of 7 of 21
of •3 of Il of 22 857142 of what A then
had. A had $12 at first. What had B at
first ? Ans. $io.

7. I buy a farm of 150 acres, I sell - of it
for ¾ of the whole cost, and the remainder
at $4o per acre, thus gaining $9oo on my
bargain. What did I give for the farm?

Ans. $6,ooo.

8. What decimal of 4 oz. Avoir. when
added to 2 oz. Troy will give 4 oz. Avoir.

Ans 45142857.

9. A contractor undertakes to gravel a
road f mile long in 20 days and employs 25
men. At the end of 15 days he finds he has
finished 5 fur. How many men may he dis-
charge on the evening of the 15th day ?

Ans. io men.

io. Suppose i gal. of water to weigh
145-25 oz. Troy, and i pint of water to con.
tain 34-56 cub. inches, find the weight of a
cub. ft. of water in ounces, Avoir.

Ans. 996 oz.

i i. A plate of silver 3 inches square and
4 inch thick, is extended by hammering so
as to cover uniformly a surface of 7 sq. yds.
Fnd its present thickness.

Ans. ,; inches.

12. A gentleman has three fields. The
first contains 3 acres, the second contains

5 acres 3 sq. per., and the third contains
6 acres 3 rods i i sq. per. Find in, rods the
frontage of a square lot containing the same
area as the three fields. Ans. 49 rods.

CLASSICS.
G. H. RoHINSON, M.A., ToRoNro, EDITOR

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

Aatriculation Examination: 7une. 1884.

LATIN GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION.

Examiners-James S. Reid, Esq., LL. M.,
M.A., Dr. Leonard Schmitz, F.R.S E.

Decline both in the singular and in
the plural recens volnus, *miles iners, istaec
salix; and in the singular only (marking the
genders) grando, lis, obses, ,guttur.

2. Give the positives corresponding to
ditior,frugalior, pessimus, ciimus, proximus,
senior.

3. Write down the supines in -um belong.
ing to seco, solvo, sperno, rerno, cingo, lacesso,
cogi, redimo.

Write down the following words, viz.:-
(a) 2nd pers. sing. imperat. of amp/ector.
(b) 2nd pers. sing. imperf. subj. of poitor.
(c) 2nd pers. plur. perf. subj. act. of pango.
(d) nom. sing. masc. fut. part. of prando.
(e) ist pers. plur. imperf. subj. offio.
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(f) 2nd pers. sing. fut. ind. pass. of reicio.
(g) nom. sing. masc. perf. part. pass. of

stringo.

5. llow do you represent in Latin the
city of Rome," " I am weary of life," "my
name is Marcius ?"

6. What are the meanings and ordinary
constructions of icet, macte, haud scia an,
penes, iuxta, tapmquan, ulinam ?

7. What is meant by "the sequence of
tenses " ? State and illustrate the ordinary
rules relating to it.

[N.B.-Particular importance is attached
to the correct rendering of these sentences].

a) It is not to my interest to run away.
(b) My house cost more than yours.
(c) Cesar said he was sorry that he must

invade Italy.

(d) I want to see whether my enemies will
be so foolish as to run headlong into danger.

(e) So far as I am concerned, tribunes, I
would have been glad to learn what you have
to say, had I not feared to disobey the senate.

(f) I have no doubt that you will condemn
the culprit to exile rather than to death.

LATIN.

I. Cicero : De Amicitia and In Catili-
nam 1.

Translate into English :

A.

Saepissime igitur . .

Sed plerique
buntur.

Quae cun ita
perspicis?

. voluntarium.

sed etiam vere-

C.
sint . . . tacitorumi

Il. History and Geography.

i. State what you know of C. Laelius,
the chief speaker in the "I De Amicitia."

2. What view does Cicero take of the
political action of Tiberius Gracchus ? Men.
tion some considerations which might be
urged on the other side.

3. What was the character of young Scipto,
and what were the circumstances of his
death ?

4. What was the date of Catiline's plot,
and what its purpose, according to Cicero ?
Mention the circumstances of the time which
helped to make Catiline formidable.

5. Explain the allusions in the following
extracts (which need not be translated):-

(a) Quis autem est qui Tarquinium Super-
bum, qui Sp. Cassium, Sp. Maelium non
oderit ?

(6) Numne, si Coriolanus habuit amicos,
ferre contra patriam arma illi cum Coriolano
debuerant ?

(c) Dico te priore nocte venisse inter fal.
carios, in M. Laecae domum.

6 Explain clearly the position of the fol-
lowing places, viz : Etruriæ fauces-Praeneste
-Comitium--Agrigentum-Cumae- Forum
Aurelium-Tarentum.

7. What did the Romans understand by
Italia 1

III. Passages for translation from books
not prescribed.

i. Cn. Lentulus consul, cum in contione
de Magni Pompei nimia potentia quereretu.
adsensusque ei clara voce universus populus
esset, " adclainate" inquit, " Quirites, ad-
clamate, dum licet; iam enim vobis impune
facere non licebit."

2. In nemus ire libet, pressisque in retia
cervis

Horiari celeres per iuga summa canes,
Aut tremulum excusso iaculum vibrare

lacerto
Aut in graminea ponere corpus humo.

Saepe iuvat versare leves in pulvere curius
Torquere et frenis ora fugacis equi.

3. Diogenes Syracusis, cum olera ei
levanti Aristippus dixisset "si Dionysium
adulari velles, ista non esses," "immo,"
inquit, "si tu haec esse velles, Dionysium
non adularere."
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MODERN LANGUAGES.

, .H. i. i RAN .. B.A.. (;xlerich.
W. H. FèiA^ R. B.A. . oroiit,>.

UNIVERSITY OF LONI)ON.
Matriculation Examination: 71une, 1884.

GER M AN.

Fxaniners.-Prof. Aithaus, Ph.D., Rev.
C. Schoell, Ph.lD.

[Three sight passages were set for transla-
tion into English of which the candidate was
required to attempt not more than two. -Eds.]

Il. Grammatical Questions
[Not more than six of the following ques-

tions are to be answered,-Three in Group
A. and three in Group B.]

A.
s. Decline in both numbers dieser tichtige

Beamte, dasselbe alte Schloss, solche hohe
Tugend.

2. State the respective genders of nouns

ending in -heit, -ling, -niss, -schaft, -thum,

-sal. Give instances, and write down their
genitive singular and nominative plural.

3. Give the second person singular of the
present and imperfect, both indicative and
subjunctive, and the past participle, of sinken,
dacken, laden, schaden, werfen, ausschnei-
den, überleben, abweichen.

4. Classify the verbs of the strong conjuga-
tion, giving two or three examples in eachclass.
Also state whether there are any irregular
verbs belonging to the weak conjugation.

5. Give the derivation of Spruch, Rand,
Tracht, Brand, Arikunft, Kunst.

B.
i. Mention some verbs which govern two

accusatives, and some which govern the accus-
ative of the person, and the genitive of the
remoter objects.

2 Supply the prepositions required after
the verbs sich verlassen, nachdenken, urthei-
len, sich besinnen, abhängen.

3. Give instances of the accusative as used
to denote time.

4. Explain what is meant by the terms
" grammatical subject " and "logical sub-

ject."
5. Translate: He left without talking leave.

He came running. We have learned to
value what is good.

IFRFNCU.

Exain',ders. -B. I', Buisson, Esq , M A.
Prof. Charles Cassai, LI.D.

[Three sight passages for translation into
English were set of which the candidate was
required to attempt not morethan two.--Eds.]

l1. Grammer.

N.B.-Answer only six of the following
questions.]

i. Parse avait voulu, se prcsit, allaient,
fit, ouvrir (Ext. A.) ; and write il >wn the
present and past partici ples of se transmettai-
ent, soutiens, ouvrir, vivais, mourrai (Ext.A.)

2. Conjugate the present indicative and
present subjunctive of the verbs croyait, dire,
tenait, lit, répondrait, se tait (Ext. B.).

3. Write down (a) the present participle,
(b) the preterit definite (parfait défini), (c) the
future, 2nd pers. sing. and plur., of s'espac-
ent, joué, allongé, souffrais, firent (Ext. C.).

4. Form interrogative sentences (in two
ways) with the following: " L'empressement
du peuple le toucha." "Ce Pitt gouverne
avec des menaces." ".e ne soufcais pas
trop." Personne ne soupconnait la gravité
de mon état."

5. " 14Juillet, 1870," write thedate in full;
also July ist and July 2nd, 1884; XIXth
century ; chapter XX ; page 200 , this book
has 2,200 pages.

6. Give a list of the personal conjunctive
pronouns and state their respective positions
in a sentence. Instances.

7. Distinguish between l'un l'autre, l'un et
l'autre, l'un ou l'autre, ni l'un ni l'autre,
toute Pitre.

8. Write in full , , 2, 6, , 74 per
cent., and give the respective meanings of the
indeterminate numbers huitaine, neuvaine,
douzaine, quinzaine, vingtaine, cinquantaine,
centaine, millier.

9. Give the respective genders of génie,
silence, bouche, France, pensées, p>litesse,
fleurs (Ext. A.); conviction, foi, avenir,
société (Ext. B.); juillet, êtres, personne,
rose, nuit (Ext. C.)

Io. Give the respective etymologies of la
(art.), la (pron.), là (adv.) ; lui, leur, les, eux,
ceux, ce, sur, dessus, dans, dedans, en
(pron.), en (prép.), très.
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NATlURAL SCIENCE.

Il. 1t. SIOTTON, M.A., BARRIE, FDITOR.

VAI 'E OF NATURAL SCIENCE IN
Fi)U(ATION.

RY BROWN AYFRN.

IT is no part of my object in the following
brief consideration of this question to enter

into any prolonged comparison of the relative
advantages of the languages and the sciences
in a scheme of Education ; on the other
hand, I wish to be distinctly understood as
advocating an arrangement of studies that
will tend to give the breadth as well as
depth of scholarship that should characterize
the educated man of the present day. Never-
theless, I believe that I can say, without a
fear of contradiction by any well-informed
critic, that the study of language, as such,
and of related subjects undoubtedly occupies
too prominent a place in our present educa-
tional schemes. Science is only just now
beginning to be given something like her
proper place in the educational world ; not
only the science that deals with the physical
universe in which we live, but also the
science that investigates the workings of life,
and, even in the languages and records of
the past, shows us the hand of God working
always in the hne of progress.

It is pertinent to the matter in hand to
inquire what is or should be, the true aim of
education. I think all will agree that the
formation of true manhood-moral, intellec-
tual and physical-should be its highest
aim ; and the educator that takes the highest
view of his profession will keep this aim
always before him, and will not allow him-
self to be drawn aside from it by any consid.
erations of imaginary practical benefit, no
matter under what attractive guise they may
present themselves to him. I would not be
understood as discouraging the study of prac.
tical affairs-far from it; but fortunately,
those things that are the most truly practical

are capable of being made to fail most per-
fectly intoline with our highest aim. A man
is something more than a mere money-maker.
He is a man, made in the image of God.
and our duty as educators is to develop this
latent image until it shall show forth as a
worthy specimen of the Creator's handiwork.

When once we are agreed upon what
should be the object of education, it should
not take us long to decide upon what should
be its method. Fortunately, God gives us a
revelation of this method in every child that
is born into the world. It takes but little
observation of a busy child to see that His
method is a method of observation and ex-
periment, and the ceaseless activity and un-
flagging interest show how thoroughly it
is adapted to the needs of the unfolding
intellect. Nature is the school in which the
little one begins its studies, and Nature is
the school in which it should go on. As
simple as this seems, it is remarkable how
little it is appreciated. It has been weil
said that the laws of Nature are the thoughts
of God. Strange that men should ever
weigh the thoughts of God against the
thoughts of men ! It is truly surprising
to see the apathy of most men in regard to
a knowledge of Nature. In the words of
Herbert Spencer : " Men who would blush
if caught saying Iphigenia instead of Iphi-
genia, or would resent as an insult any
imputation of ignorance respecting the fabled
labours of a fabled demi-god, show not the
slightest shame in confessing that they do
not know where the Eustachian tubes are,
what are the actions of the spinal cord, what
is the normal rate of pulsation, or how the
lungs are inflated ? While anxious that their
sons should be well up in the superstitions
of two thousand years ago, they care not that
they should be taught anything about the
structure and functions of their own bodies
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- nay. would even disapprove of any such
instruction. Sn overwhelming is the influ-
ence of established routine 1 So terrible in
our education does the ornamental override
the useful I

" Sad, indeed, it is to see how men occupy
themselves with trivialities, and are indifferent
to the grandest phenomena-care not to
understand the architecture of the Ileavens,
but are deeply interested in some contempt-
ible controvesy about the intrigues of Mary
Queen of Scots 1-are learnedly critical
over a Greek ode, and pass by without a
glance that grand epic written hy the linger'
of God upon the strata of the earth

Of those not scientists who favour science
in a scheme of education, the majority do so
on utilitarian grounds only. While the
advantages of knowledge of the applications
of science to practical affairs are obvious,
what a degraded view is taken of the uni-
verse of God, when its study is only tolerated
because thereby we may put money in our
purses ! Nature is truly a revelation of the
Creator, and seek where we may, we fail to
find in its study anything that is not ennobl-
ing : can as much be said of other subjects ?
Science is the torch that enables us to peer
deep into the hidden mysteties of Omnipot-
ence, " for the invisible things of Ilim from
the creation of the world are clearly seen,
being understood by the things that are
made."

A rational scheme of education then should
give due place to scientific study, and the
fact should be well recognized that in the
choice of a method we must not go astray
fron the one that Nature herself points out
to us. By a method that is truly experi-
mental and inductive, w- seem to go slowly
but what we learn we know. By reversing
the method of Nature we will do more harm
than good. In a subject as extensive as is
any one department of science, little real
progress can be made with sc.nty resources
and limited time. A science is certainly
deserving ol at least as much study as a
language. What results can be expected
when the study of a subject like physics or
biology is limited to one year ? The study

of Nature sould commence at the mother's
knee, and should continue uninterrupted to
manhood-and, to reach the highest results
throughout life. L.et the same time be
given to physics that is now given to Latin
and the results will then be comparable.

In considering the order in which the
study of the science should be taken up,
there is little difficulty to be encountered. It
has been weil remarked by facon that phy-
sics is the mother of sciences, and this is
most plainly truc ; for no knowledge can be
real that is not based on a proper under.
standing of the properties of bodies and the
actions of forces. A study of elernentary
physics (including some elementary chemis-
try), then, should precede that of aIl other
sciences. Some branch of biology would
probably he best suited to follow-for ex-
ample, elementary animal and vegetable
physiology. Secondary, physical sciences
like astronomy and geology, and such sciences
as psychology and political economy, could
be taken up at convenience. For the pur.
poses of the general student, a thorough
elementary knowledge of these would pro.
bably suffice, but it should never be forgot-
ten that the full study of some one science is
necessary for the best results.

Not the least among the benefits to be
derived froa the thorough study of some
branch of science, is the salutary moral effect
Of such study. Nothing tends so much as
science to cultivate independence of thought
and self-rcliance, and to give a firm faith in
the necessary finnection of cause and effect.
Nothing so tends to destroy superstitions
and replace them by reason, and to instil a
deep love of truth and reverence for the
Creator. Nothing can be more satisfying to
a mind created in the image of its Maker
than the contemplation of the hidden beau-
ties of Nature, and the perception of those
laws and principles whose author is God.
Let us hope, then, that the time is not far
distant when our schools and colleges will
give a place to science at least equal to that
given to language-not because it may prove
useful in practical affaits, but because it is
truth.-Louisiana 7ournal of Education.
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SCHOOL WORK.

>AVIthl ( tI,F., IORoNrio, FI>TOR.

11OW FAR SilAL.L 1i 1ElA' TIE
PUUl

It i; always a very diifhcult question for

tIhe teacher to settle "lIlow far shall I help

the pupil, and how far shall the pupil be

reqluired Io help himself?" The tea.m'.àng of
nature would seem to indicate that the pupil
should be taught mainly to depend on his

own îs.:"srces Thi, to-, I think, is the

tc-aching cr common ,.cnse. Whatever is

iearned shoeli be so thoroughly learned that

the next and higher step may be compara.
tively easy. And Il.e teacher should always
inquire when 1e is about to dismiss one sub.

j!ct, whether the class understands it so well

that they can go on to the next. lie may,
indeed, sometimes give a word of suggestion
during the preparation of a leison. and by a

seasonable hint save the scholar the needles;
loss of much time.

But it is a very greit evil if the pupils
acquire the habit of running to the teachers
as soon as a slight diffculty presents itself, to
request him to remove it. Some teachers,

when this happens, will send the scholar to

his seat with a reproof, perhaps, while others,
with a mistaken kindness, will answer the

question or solve the problem themselves,
as the shortest way of getting rid of it. Bqth
these cases are generally wrong. Th-! in-
quirer should never be frowned upon ; this
may discourage him. lie should not be
relieved from labour, as this will diminish
his self-eliance without enlightenng him,

for what.ver is donc for a scholar without
his having studied closely upon it himself,
makes but a feeble impression upon him, and
is soon forgotten.

The true way is, neither discourage inquiry
nor answer the question for the pupil. Con-

verse with the scholar a httle ap to the prin-
ciples involved in the question ; refer him to

principile which he has before learned and
now lott sight of; perhaps call his attention
to some rule or explanation before given to
the class ; go just as far as to enlighten him
a httle, and put him on the scent, then leave

him to achieve the victory himself. There
is a great satisfaction in discovering a diffi.
cult thing for ones self. and the teacher does
the scholar a lasting injury who takes this
pleasure (rom him. The teacher should he
simply suggestive, but should never take the
glory of the victory from the scholar by do
ing hi% work for him, at least not until he las
given it a thorough trial himself -D. P.
/'ag in Trarhrr.

SCIIOOL EXAMINATIONS.

"I belheve that the greatest obstacle in
the way of teaching to-day is the standard
of examinations. The cause is not far to
seek. The standard of the work has a
powerful influence on the work itself. What
should examinations be ? The test of real
teaching - of genuine work. Teaching
mental activity so as to develop the mind in
the best possible way, and at the same time
leads to the acquisition of that knowledge
which is most useful to the mind and its
development. Examinations, then should
test the conditions and progres; of the mind
in its developnent.

"If I am no' aistaken, the examinations
usually given simply test the pupil's power of
me.norising disconnected facts Take, for
illustration, the innumerable facts of history ;
of these, that which a child can learn in a
course of four or five years' vigorous study,
would be as a drop of water to the ocean.
It would be an easy matter to set an exam-
ination of ten seemingly simple questions in
history for Mommsen, Curtius, Droysen,
Bancroft, and other eminent historians,
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which tiey wiut erly fail to pass. Ilow,

then. can we judge of a hildts knowlrdge by
asking ten qucstions ? The wame can he said
-f geogriphy andI the natural s Eaxnce. -
amimations should fnd nout whbat a child doe
know, and not what he does flot know.

"The testimnny of countle% good teach-
ers has been uniform in this respect. Vhen
asked. 'Why don't you do better work?'
• Why don't you use the methods taught in
Normal Schools, and advocated by educa-
tional periodicals and books?' The answcr
is, ' We can not do it. Look at our course
of study. In three weeks or months these
children wili be examined. We have not
one moment to spend on real teaching.'
No wonder that teaching is a trade and not
an art-no wonder there is little or nn de-
mand for books upon the science and art of
teaching. The denand fixed by examiners
is for cram, and not for art; and so long as
the demand exists, so long will the teacher's
mind shrivel and dwarf in the everlasting
treadmill that has no beginning or end."-
7alks on Teaching, by Col. Parker.

sCIlOOL. MANAGEMENT.

(LAS, MANAGESiFET.

Attention.

Attention is that power of the mind by
which the mind directs its thoughts volun-
tarily to some one object to the exclusion of
all others. Mental power increase in pro-
portion as the mind acquires the power of
exact, rapid. penetrating and prolonged
attention. Teaching power is determined
by the ability to secure and hold the atten-
tion Learn the means by which it can
be secured and held.

Reritation.

In the recitation the teacher tests the work
of his pupils and ascertans their progress.
*re he guides and directs their powers,
arouses their enthusiasm, and inspires them.
Here he measures their minds and determines
the help that may be necessary to make
then successful students. i. What are the
objects of a recitation ? 2. How are those

3

objects attained ? 3. What preparatitoi
should lthe teacher make for each recitation?
4. What preparation shOnuld the pupil make

'(kasrtnsng.

The teacher who best understands this art
will in general succecd best.

i. Adaptation of questions. Children are
expected to learn " what " of thingit: boys
and girls the " what and how " of things ;
youth and nanhood the "what, how, why
and whence " of things. The questions
should be arranged with reference to these
facts

2. Objects. (a) To properly direct the
etTorts of the learner ; (/) to detect and cor-
rect errors ; (r) to test the preparation of the
lesson ; and (d) to oring out the essentials
of the lesson.

3. Plan. (a) Question the entire class,
and call on one to answer or receive class
answers. (A) Put the questions to individual
members of the class, in alphabetic order, in
class order, to inattentive members. (c)
Which of the above methods is the best ?
Which should not be used ? (d) Should the
teacher prepare his own questions, or use the
text-book questions ?

4. Fora of questions. (a) Questions
should be concise and clearly stated. (b)
They should be adapted to the subject as well
as to the pupil. (c) They should give a
complete sentence for an answer. (d) They
should not be leading as, "The world is
round, is it not ?" (e) They should not in-
dicate the answer as, "Did Columbus dis-
cover America?" (f) They should not be
of the alternative form as, " Is the world
round or square ?" (g) They should not
quote a part of thz answer as, " Arithmetic
is the science of what ?" (h) They should
not indicate the answer by language, empha-
sis, inlection or expression.

NoTE.-This chapter has been selected
from laldwin's and from Raub's School
Management. Either of those books will
give the necessary iriormation on this subject.
We should also recommend Fitch's " Art of
Questioning," and " low to Secure Atten-
tion." The price of each is fifteen cents, and
can be obtained from any d ter in school
supplies.-E.
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El)CATIONAL INTEALL.GENCE.

Tln: l'kTF.lTANT 'l I:.CIlER:S' .\SSOL IATION OF UEll-

CoAsv ýtr, Ooiw 9th, rSS4.
The Convention was called to order in hie

Town Hall at ten o'clock by the President.
the Ilon W. W. Lynch, and there were
abont three hundred present. there being.
besides the teachers, about a hundred resi.
dents of Cowansville and the neighbour.
ing village of Sweetsburg in attendance.
Amongst those who were noticed present
and who arrived during the day were the
lon. G. Ouimet, Superintendent of Edu.

cation : Dr. R. W. Heneker, Chancellor of
the University of Bishop's College, Lennox-
ville ; Rev. E. I. Rexford, Secretary of the
Protestant Committee of the Council of Pub.
lic Instruction ; Dr. F. W. Kelley, Secre.
tary of the Association ; Dr. liarper, Head
Master of the Quebec Iligh School; Prin.
cipal Robins and Dr. McGregor, of the Mc-
Gall Normal School : Mrs. liolden, Lady
Principal of the Dunham Ladies' College ;
Mr. IL. Curtis, Head Master of the St.
Johns' liigh School; Inspectors McGregor,
McLaughlin, flubbard and Magrath; Mrs.
Morton, ex-Lady Principal of the Girls'
High School, Montreai; Mr. McIntosh,
Principal of the Granby Academy ; Mr. C.
A. Humphrey, Ilead Master of the Royal
Arthur School; Mr. E. T. Chambers, Ilead
Master of the British and Canadian School ;
Nir. R. M. Campbell, Head Master of the
Ann Street School ; Mr. Howard, Principal
of the Berthier Grammor School ; Mr. Wal-
ton, Principal of the Waterloo Academy ;
Mr. Ilobart Butler, Principal of Bedford
Academy; Rev. Mr. Ker, of Quebec ; Rev.
Ernest King of Levis ; Mr. R. J. lewton,
Principal of I[atley Academy ; Mr. Masten,
Principal of the Coaticooke Academy.

The meeting was opened with prayer by
the Rev. Ernest King, after which the
minutes of the last annual meeting, which
were taken as read, were confirmed. The
President then called upon Mr. George
Howard, Principal of Berthier Academy,
to read the first paper, which was on the
subject of "School Discipline." The im.
portance of securing proper order was of
course taken for granted. The teacher's task
was essentially a difficult one, and it was
advisable, by the maintenance of order with.
out loss of time, to devote all his energies ta
imparting instruction. Disorder could be
prevented by a system of close surveillance,

but this policy carried to an extreme taught
pupils to loe faith in themielves. an. de.
pr:ved them of their manlmnesq ; it tended to
make sneaka of the boys, who grow up to be
men who do not know when their honour
was ansailed. It alto defeated one of the
chief aims of teaching, namely, ta discover
fault% for the purpose of correcting them.
Liberty, however, was a very diflerent thing
from leisure, and freedom of action should
be regulated by the principle of cause and
effect ; that " As a man sows, so shall he
reap' It was better to cultivate a feeling of
honour and self-respect among the pupils and
then a boy guilty of any offence would be
afraid of incurring the censure of his fellows.
In the matter of punishment, the severity of

j former times was to be deprecated, while the
modern tendency ta be too lax was equally
injudicious. Corporal punishment was use-
tul in certain cases, and the system of keep.
ing.in after hours, though violently opposed
by injudicious parents, was of great value ;

J one special objection ta it was that the
teacher himself was punished along with the
offender. The best of all methods, however,
ta maintain order, was to keep the pupils
busily and pleasantly engaged at all times.

Play in Connection with School Work was
the subject of the second paper, read by Mr.
Walton, of Waterloo Academy. Mr. Wal-
ton claimed that in the present day, when
the high-pressure system of education was in
vogue, and the intellectual faculties were
being stimulated and cultivated at the ex.
pense of the physical powers, it was high
time to sound a note of warning ta those
who believe that the duty of the teacher is
confined to the expansion of the mind alone.
Properly equipped play-grounds, of sufficient
extent ta allow all the pupils ta engage in
healthful exercise should be in connection
with every school, and the teacher should
himself, or herself, join in the games of the
pupils, thus encouraging the development of
vigorous, healthy bodies, which would tend
to make happier and better men and women.

The President here said that it would be a
proper recognition of the interest taken in
practical educational matters by the Superin.
tendent of rducation to have him welcomed
on arrival, and he would appoint a com.
mittee, consisting of Dr. McGregor, Ins pector
McGregor, Inspector Magrath, Mr. Hobart
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littler, And M r. \aa:sC , to await the arival
if the train and ercort the lion. Mr. Omsimet
to the hall. On entering the hall he was
received with applauae. and invoted to a seat
on the plaitform. Tcachers' Prepa:atinn of
I.erçoni wan a paper on great practical value
to teachert. who werc shown the advantage
of carefully gong over the lessons at home
preparatory to coming before the class.
Teachers were too nften in the habit of
spending their evenings in marking exercises
of children, which was to a great extent a
Ios of time, and if this tume wvere spent in
careful preparation of future lessons and
methols of imparting instruction, they would
tind it much more valuable.

The l'resident, on the behalf of the people
of Cowansville and Sweetsburg, expressed
great satisfaction at so large an attendance
of teachers, and said that while they would
not perhaps be able to give them all the
accommodation they could wish, they would
do all in their power to make their stay
amongst them as pleasant as possible.

Aiter some announcements had been made,
the Convention took recess.

AFTERNOON SKStioN.

The convention resumed at two o'clock,
when the President invi:ed the members to
inspect a collection of authorized school-
books, published by Dawson Bros.. of Mont-
real, and which could be seen in an adjoining
room.

The President then appointed the following
committees:-

Audit Committee :-Messrs. Walton and
Curtis.

Committee on Resolutions:-Dr. Robins,
Dr. Harper, Inspector flubbard, Inspector
NicLaughln, Mirs. liolden, Miss McDonald,
and Messrs. Masten, Elliott, loward and
R Ml. Campbell.

Committee on Nominations and Place of
Meeting :- Dr. NtcGregor, Inspector Nc-
Gregor, Inspector Miagrath, Nir. Butler, Rev.
lr. Ker, Mr. Dixon, liss Abbott and Miss

G. Hunter.
Mis', McLean, of Granby. then read a

valuable paper on " A Few Hints on Teach.
ing Oral Geography."

Dr liarper congratulated Miss Mclcan
on the practical nature of her paper, and
after some remarks by Mr. Nfasten, of Coati-
cooke, and Dr. F. W. Kelley, the Treasurer,
Mr. C. A. Hunohr:y, read his annual re-
port, which showed, a(ter paying the ex-
penses of the past year, a balance on hand of
$5o.95 The number of members registered
at the Convention last year at Lachute were
as follows :-14 honorary, i associate and 86
ordinary members; total lot.

Dr. Iharper expressed the opinion that
some small sum should be granted by the

Governinent in order to aid in birnging toe.
gether a colectlion 'if schol apparattus for
the use of the teachers mn Convention ai-
sembled, as teachers ge'nerally had no oppmi-
tuînity of seeing these large collections of ap-
paratls Il some such collection cudi bc
gathered together it woubl Ie C). great advan.
tage to the teachers.

The President said he would. as a friend of
the Association, be very happy to be the
medium through which they night make an
application to the provincial treasurer, to
place a limited sum at their disposal for that
purpose.

\ 'I FA FOR ,C1100t. CO\tMt'.'IONERS

This was a mont interesting and racy paper
read by Mr. J. P Noyse. of Waterloo, in thýe
course of which he said that the school com-
missioners had found themselves very greatly
embarrassed by the character of the school
law, which required codification and simpli-
fication, and gave instances where it had been
very difficult, if not almost impossible, to
decipher the marginal notes. He also thought
that more advantage should be taken of local
effort in the organization of schools, and
favoured the district system of organiiation,
as compared with the municipal sy stem that
obtained here, urging strongly that local effort
would be much more successful in securing
good schools. Hie also complained of the
slowness of action on the part of the Pro-
testant Committee of the Council of Public
Instruction. The whole paper was a very
lengthy one.

Dr. Robins said that two matters were re-
ferred to in the paper, the first of which was
the need of revision of the school law. There
was no doubt that there was much dificulty
in the way of understanding such a multipli-
city of school enactments, but with regard to
the marginal notes, he must say that he had
been able to understand these mysterious il-
lusions, and they had been a great help to
him. But one point raised by M r. Noyse lay
at the foundation of the whole of the school
work, and if nothing else had been done than
draw attention to this, it was worth all the
time spent by the author-a gentleman
learned in the law-in preparing his paper.
It was that, s long as our school system in
the Province of Quebec was founded upon
school municipalities, it would never stand
on a level with the district system that was
in vogue in the neighbouring Province and in
several States across the border. Under the
municipal system the school board very often,
in order to avoid all sectional dificulties and
troubles, would agree to give a flxed remun-
eration to all the teachers in the municipality,
no matter how much more efficient one teacher
might be than the others, whereas if we had
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trie indhvidiual lt district mystem nider which
the parenti themselvet wult lie called upon
to determine the remqineration of the teacher,
and any othr improvements which were
thnught nrcessary in the nlerets and well-
heing of the schuol, they would increse the
teacher's salary or. the value of the teacher
being known in the district% arounl. he or
ahe would he çought after. Under a system
lke that ttiere would lie an immediate ad.
vance in the remuneration of our teachers. as
well as mn the character of ouf 'chool huild-
ings. lie L'ave a personal reminiscence of
his own early teaching days in support ut the
argument that we must have a system in
which the parents played a more important
part than they did at pressent. lie alluded
to the fact that the schoul commisaiuners uf
Montreal were not elected by the people
themselves, and said that they had always
been fortunate in having very worthy men
selected for them to occupy that position ;
and although, if the election had been left
with the people themielves. they might not
have chosen men of such high social and
educational standing, still they would haye
taken more interest in school matters. and
bye and bye they would have selected the very
best men they could tind. In conclusion, he
challenged the fact that our dissentieut
achools stood on a higher level and paid
better salaries to teachers than the schools of
the me'nicipalities.

Inspector McLaughlin favoured the muni-
ciprJ or town system, as it placed the school
lward above local influence.

Inspector Ilubbard held the same view.
After some remarks by Mr. R. M. Camp-

bell, Rev. Mr. Rexfoid hoped that at the
next session of the Legislature there would
be a revision of the school law. In view of
the reasons given in favour of the direct sys-
tem, it might lbe worthy of note that in places
where the district system was now in vogue
they were urging the advantages of the muni-
cipal system, and he would therefore like to
give the matter further attention and study
before giving a decided opinion upon the
matter. He instanced a case where, under
the municipal system, a school board offered
$13 a month to all teachers, whether experi-
enced or beginners, and they had to pay
their own board at that.

After some remarks by Mr. lloward and
Dr. Kelley, Mr. Noyse instanced Waterloo
a% an example of the advantages of the local
or district system as contrasted with the gen-
eral municipal system.

Mr. Wardrope, of Sutton, spoke at some
lengthl on the subject, saying, among other
things, that the millenium could not be far
off when they heard a lawyer talking about
simplifying an act of parliament.

NN ot .N*% X eOt C uT Il 1

Mrs. Iliiden, I.ady Principal of I )tnhanm
.adies' College. then read a moest intereatine

and able paper on " The Education oef
Wimen," ait the concluson of which %orne
remarkle upoun si were made by Chancellor
lieneker. Dr. Roins and l>r. liarper. ail of
whom p'aid a high complment lo the char.
acter and shai:ty of Mrs. liolden's asper.
The Convention then tuok recese.

The Convention resumed at eight o'clock
in the evening. the President in the chair, at
which several addresses were delivered.

Mr. L. 1. Chandler, Mayor of Cowani-
ville, tirst read the following

A[I> asSS OF WKI. omR:

To the Prsidrnt and Mrnbres of the Porn-
trial Assonation of Protrstant Trschrr of
the Proviner of Quebec.

On behalf of the corporation and citizens
of Cowansville, I have much pleasure in ex-
tending to you a hearty welcome on the
occasion of this your first meeting in our
village.

The corporation have placed at your dis-
posal for the purposes of your meetings and
delberations, the hall in which we are now
assembled, and I am happy to say the citizens
of both Cowasville and Sweetsburg have
most cordially offered the hospitality of their
homes to such members of the Association
as may not otherwise tind accommodations.

The cause of education must ever be of
interest to every citizen of this Province who
wishes to see its great resources developed,
its political institutions maintained, and our
Province occupy the position to which she
is entitled as an important part of our vast
Dominion.

The people of Cowansville, and in fact of
the Eastern Townships generally, have
watched with interest the great services
which your Association have rendered to the
cause of education in this Province, and I
assure you that it is the most sincere wish of
our citizens that the members of the Asso-
ciation may find the present meeting as
pleasant as it will be profitable to yourselves,
and beneficial to the great cause of educa-
tion, in the promotion of which you are
engaged.

The President then called upon the Secre-
i tary, Dr. Kelley, who in a neat speech re-

turned thanks on behalf of the Association
for the hearty welcome and cordial hospi-
tality that had been extended to them by the
residents of Cowansville and Sweetsburg.

(ucat:onatl. Moinidy.
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THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

The President, Hon. W. W. Lynch, said:-
Ladies' and Gentlemnen,-The duty which
devolves upon me of addressing you as Presi-
(lent of the Association of Protestant Teach-
ers of the Province of Quebec, is an exceed-
ingly agreeable and welcome one for various
reasons, some of which are personal to my-
self and others of a much more important,
because of a public character. In the first
place, I cannot but rejoice that this oppor-
tunity is afforded me of publicly returning
thanks, my warmest thanks, indeed, for the
signal honour conferred upon me in my elec-
tion for the second time as President of this
Association, a body distinguished as much by
the learning, the zeal and the self-sacrificing
spirit of its members, as it is by its public
usefulness and the important part it is called
upon to play in connection with that great
factor of national progress and prosperity-
the education of the people. I might have
wished that this honour had been bestowed
in some more deserving quarter, upon some
other labourer in the vineyard, or some other
well-wisher of the good cause, who was more
intimately connected with educational work
than I am, seeing that years have elapsed
since I was able to actively engage in it.
At the same time, let me say that I have
never ceased to cherish the liveliest and the
warmest interest in that work which, to my
mind, is not only the most honourable and
ennobling in man everywhere, but the most
needful, especially to a young country like
this. My heart has been ever in it, and
whenever the opportunity has offered, it has
always given me special pleasure to identify
myself with it. In the second place, ladies
and gentlemen, I cannot look upon this
splendid meeting, upon the magnitude as
well of its numbers as of its power for good,
without recalling the small beginnings of this
Association, and feeling a thrill of pride and
satisfaction at the agreeable contrast. I can
recollect the time, now a good many years
ago, when the gatherings of this Association
were much less attended, and when its influ-
ence for the great work which it has under-
taken was less potent ; but its leading spirits
were as zealous and as earnestly devoted to
its furtherance then as now, making up in
those admirable qualities for what they lacked
in numbers and importance in the public eye.
Vears passed on, and from an humble annual
gathering of teachers interested in the ad-
vancement of the instruction of our youth
the Association has, I rejoice to say, grown
and prospered, assuming the proportions of
a great and permanent institution with its
foundations laid deep in the sympathies and
intelligent convictions of the community.

Its annuai meetings, too, have kept pace
with its onward march in other respecs.
They are no longer the humble and unnotic-d
gathering of a handful of the teaching body
that I just a minute ago represented them as
they used to be in the past. They may be
now more truly likened to the annual sessions
of a great educational congress, where not
only the teaching body but all interested
in the noble cause of the education of the
people and all the national, moral and ma-
terial blessings flowing therefrom, meet
to compare notes and to deliberate in-
telligently and exhaustively for the public
good. Indeed, I believe it would be impos-
sible for me to assert too strongly the import-
ance to which this Association and its meet-
ings have rightfully attained in the public
estimation. But, before dwelling further on
this feature of the body over which I have
the honour to preside, it is my painful duty
at the outset to put on record my high sense
of the very great loss which this Association
and the cause of Protestant education have
suffered by the death of our lamented fellow-
labourer, the late Mr. F. W. Hicks, who
was for so many years the zealous, efficient
and obliging Secretary of the Association.
Many of the teaching body will, I am sure,
remember with gratitude various acts of kind-
ness received at his hands. To our deeply
regretted friend this Association is largely
indebted for its present gratifying status.
Let me express the earnest hope that his
good old father may yet be spared to us for
many years, not only to enjoy the repose to
which his long services as a pioneer in the
educational cause so worthily entitle him,
but to give us the inestimable benefits of his
ripe experience and sound judgment. I
would wish, too, to take this opportunity to
allude briefly to the high honour recently
conferred upon one who I think should be
justly designated as the leading spirit in our
educational movementsduringthe last twenty-
five years-a distinction of which the know-
ledge was first conveyed to his many friends
by the mouth of His Excellency the Governor-
General, at the recent meeting of the British
Association of Science at Montreal. Need I
say, ladies and gentlemen, that I refer to Sir
William Dawson, the man of ail others who
stands pre-eminent among the leaders, not
only of educational reform, but of scientific
research, and whose name is almost a house-
hold one in these respects not only here, but
wherever the English language is spoken the
world over. I am sure I act only as the im-
perfect echo of all, when I say that the
teaching body in this Province recognize in
the distinction conferred upon this great anrd
good man the desire of Her Majesty to mark
her appreciation of worth wherever it may
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be found, at home or abroad. He came to
us from the sister Province of Nova Scotia,
now some years ago-known, it is true, to
science and educational work ; but it re-
mained for him to build up here in the Prov-
ince of ()uebec the fabric of that illustrious,
th 4 t world-wide reputation of which we are
all so justly proud. He is one of ourselves,
ladies and gentlemen, and that which he has
accomplished others may also accomplish by
a proper use of the same means. Our prayer
is that, with his new honours, there are new
fields of usefulness open before him and that
he may be long spared, as well to preside
over the important institution whose marked
success is so much due to his wise guidance
and exertions, as to give the benefit of his
valuable counsel to the movers in educational
work as efficaciously as in years past. Nor
can I allow so auspicious an occasion as the
present to pass without referring to the dis.
tinguished body of scientists who left us a
few days ago after a visit, of which the
Montreal meeting was the great central fea-
ture. That visit, ladies and gentlemen,
marked a new era in our history, not only
from the scientific, but the political point of
view. It demonstrated the glorious fact that
scientific research knows no paltry bounds or
limits, and that he who gives expression to
a new truth in this great world of thought,
whether from the classic halls of Cambridge,
of Oxford, or of some other of the far-famed
European universities, is proud to meet as
on a level with himself the co-worker, who
may be feebly making an effort in the same
direction in what was once termed the wilds
of our Canadian home. From a political
point of view, also, that meeting furnishes
food for much careful thought and delibera-
tion. It leads naturally to the conclusion
that, if the leaders of science from all parts
of the British Empire, can meet on common
ground to discuss great scientific truths, or
the glimpses of those yet in embryo, there is
or should be no good reason why the leaders
of men, and of political parties, the states.
men desiring the highest good of humanity
in general, may not meet and discuss the
great principles which have for their object
the amelioration of their common race, and
the advancement of its civilization. The
results of that Montreal meeting will be
most beneficial, and it is to be hoped that it
is not the last time we Canadians shall have
the pleasure of welcomng such illustrious
guests to our shores.

Another event of more recent occurrence
commends itself to our notice, ladies and
gentlemen, and I am glad to be aff rded an
opportunity of referring to it, especially in the
presence of such a large body of ladies as I
am pleased and proud to see before me at

this moment. I allude to the recent gratify-
ing announcement that, through the muniti-
cent gift of Hon. D. A. Smith, the authorities
of McGill University have been enabled to
provide facilities for the higher education of
women. To this young country, this is a
new work and one which will open up a new
field of whose limits it is impossible just now
to form anything even like a faint conception.
Leading educationalists everywhere have long
discussed the important question of the higher
education of women from every possible point
of view, and in some countries plans have
been devised to give practical effect to vari-
ous suggestions. But it remained to our
country, Canada--to us here in the Province
of Quebec, thanks to the munificence of one
of our millionaire princes, to afford the means
for at length realizing long cherished aspira-
tions on the subject, and, if I were permitted
to surmise, I would dare to say that Sir
William Dawson took no insignificant part
in bringing about so pleasing a result. Now,
ladies and gentlemen, turning to other mat-
ters, let me remark that it is not my purpose

I to discuss the value of any of the excellent
papers already submitted for your criticism,
or to anticipate the work of those who are to
follow me. But, as last year, in an open
letter addressed to your secretary, I took
occasion to express the hope that more than
the usual amount of attention would be given
to the discussion and consideration of the
question of elementary education, I must be
excused if I crave your permisùion to revert
to this most important topic now. No one
more than myself prizes the value to be at-
tached to a university course, and I would
strongly advise every young man and, I may
now say, young woman, who desires to fit
himself or herself for the higher intellectual
walks of life, to spare no effort to enjoy the
very highest training which our present ex-
cellent university institutions enable him or
ber to command. But this blessed privilege
must, owing to circumstances, be confined to
a very few young people. The masses of
them must be content, as they now are, to
enjoy the advantages which our elementary,
and at most, our academy system, places at
their disposal or within their reach. It be-
comes therefore a matter of the most pressing
moment that the education, which these
systems offer, should be of the most practi-
cal kind possible. Our young men and
women, the sons and daughters of our
farmers, that class of our population upon
whose training and intelligence must rest
very largely the future prosperity of this
young country of ours, require to have the
means of receiving in the most practical waY
and in the shortest time that education which
will enable them to worthily discharge the
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duties devolving upon them in after life. I
use the expression " the shortest time " with
regret. I use it, however, because the fact
exists and cannot be controverted, that this
important class of our youth are necessarily
obliged so to say, to snatch their education
at such periods of time as the exigencies of
their duties at home will permit. Let us
then seriously consider whether our present
system is the best adapted to the situation,
or that we can make use of! Might it not
be well to enquire whether we are not at-
tempting too much in some directions and
too little in others? I hesitate about ex-
pressing the opinion that an effort is being
made to increase the number of certain so-
called superior educational institutions to the
detriment of a true elementary system more
in correspondence with the requirements of
the masses of our people, in other words,
that the tendency is in the direction of higher
education, which under the circumstances
must be limited to the few. It must not be
imagined that, in the matter of education
generally, we are retrograding in this prov-
ince. On the contrary, we are making most
commendable progress. I do not intend,
ladies and gentlemen, to worry you with de-
tails, but I do desire to place before you and
the public some proof of a nature to warrant
me in the assertion that this progress is as
real as I have assumed it to be gratifying. I
quote from the annual report for 1883 of the
superintendent of education, wherein I find
that, in 1867, when we started under con-
federation, our primaryschools only numbered
3,355, while in 1882.83 they had increased to
4,404. Within the same period our model
schools increased from 318 to 333 and our
academies from 190 to 246. In 1867, the
pupils attending the primary schools were
156,820, and in 1882-83, 170,858. The at-
tendance at our model schools showed during
the same period an increase from 22,700 to
26,378, and at our academies, from 26,o0o
to 38,278. But there is one salient feature
of these important statistics which has par-
ticularly struck me. In 1867 the number of
our male teachers was 6o8 as against 497 in
1882-83. a somewhat lamentable falling off,
it must be admitted. On the other hand,
however, a marked increase has to be noted
in the number of female teachers which was
only 2,969 in 1867 as against 4,448 in 1882-
83. But our educational progress becomes
more manifest when we turn to the figures
showing the increase in the number of our
school municipalities and school houses, as
well as in the contributions of our population
for school purposes. In 1867 our school
municipalities only numbered 749, in 1882-
83 they had attained to 1071. In 1867 we
had only 2,969 school houses as against

4,864 in 1882-83, and there was contributed
by the ratepayers for education generally,
$2,8o9,739 in 1882-83, as against $1, 313,149
in 1867. Our position, the Protestant posi-
tion I mean, is undoubtedly a peculiar one.
But I have had special opportunities of judg.
ing, and I now wish to say that I believe the
majority are disposed to deal with us in the
fairest and most conciliatory spirit. We have
the almost entire direction of our educational
institutions under the control of a superinten-
dent of education whom in my official capa.
city I am happy to welcome here to-night
and whose broad and liberal views are well
known, ably assisted as he is, among others,
by a gentleman who is no stranger to this
association, I refer to your former secretary,
Mr. Rexford. The Protestant Committee of
the Council of Public Instruction is composed
of a body of men who wish well to the cause
of education, and who devote themselves un-
remittingly to the task that lies before them.
I know that there is a disposition, as there
always is in matters of this kind, to criticize
at times the management of this body. But,
when the multiplicity of difficulties that sur-
round them are taken into account, I think
that much credit is due and will be freely and
generously given them for the zealous man.
ner in which they work. They have made
very considerable and praiseworthy progress,
for instance, in the mode of distributing the
superior education money. Formerly, it was
entirely a matter of political favour so far as
our academies and high schools were con-
cerned. Now, the system of inspection of
our academies, High Schools and Model
Schools, has, I rejoice to say, permitted
the accomplishment of a great deal, and,
if in no other way, it has had the effect
of apportioning the superior education
money according to the merits of the respec-
tive institutions. The reports of the in-
spectors establish beyond a doubt that very
considerable improvement is being made in
the matter of higher education and I only
trust that the incentive which the committee
desire to offer may have the effect of leading
to still further improvement in that direction.
If I might be permitted an observation, it is
this, that I would like to see our academies
or High Schools-for the terms are really
convertible-confined to our large rural
centres. Our population is sparse and a
multiplication of this class of schools can
only serve to impair those which should
be really maintained. Possibly much could
be done in this direction, if more of these
higher schools were under the control of our
regularly constituted school boards who
would see to a proper system of gradation,
and to that which is not less important, the
payment to the teachers of a regular and
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sufficient salary. While speaking in this
connection, ladies and gentlemen, I may per-
haps be permitted to express the hope that
the day is not far distant when our universi-
ties lhberally endowed through the benefac-
tions of their own studen's who have attained
distinction in different spheres of life and
from other friendsof education, will tind them-
selves in a position to decline to receive fur-
ther aid from the State. When this occurs a
very considerable impetus can be giveu so far
as increased grants are concerned to our aca.
demies and Model Schools, which, in their
true light, should be regarded as the nurseries
of the universities. I may also remark that
the time will corne when further improve-
ments in the mode of distribution of the
superior education money will have to be
made. I have always felt the very great in-
convenience which results from what is now
a necessity, that is, that a uniformity is not
maintained and that a school this year receiv-
ing aid to an extent sufficient to placeit upon
a fitting of usefulness is the following year,
through no fault of its own-neither of the
teachers nor of the directing body-deprived
of a very considerable sum, upon which pos.
si'>1y its existence depends. Again at the
present time the population, I mean the rela-
tive Protestant population of counties, are not
considered in the distribution. I do not be-
lieve that any good results flow from rapid
and sudden changes often made without pro-
per deliberation and upon an imperfect basis;
but I do sincerely hope that the time may
corne when we can have a system of county
schools, those of the one vieing with those
of the other. This, of course, would entail a
c3unty system of school inspection and a
county high school with model schools in each
township-the Model School being the step-
ping stone from the elementary school to the
County High School and the latter, in its turn,
the stepping stone to the universities. This
plan, whenever realized, will necessarily
throw additional burthens upon the rate.
payer and I know that this is not always
popular ; but I have sufficient confidence in
my fellow-citizens to believe that, if they
can be convinced that great and satisfactury
results are likely to accrue from any im-
provement in our educational system, they
will be quite prepared to endorse it and to
assume their share of the burthen which such
an improved systeni will necessarily carry
with it. Reverting now, ladies and gentle-
men, to our elementary schools, I can only
repeat what I said on this important subject
ten years ago, when I had the honour to first
preside over this Association, namely, that I
very much fear that sufficient interest is not
taken in this much needed and eminently use-
ful class of schools, considering the circum.-

stances of our situation-that sunficient care
is not bestowed on the choice of persons to
direct them, and that their value should not
be measured by the yearly contributions in the
way of taxes. The necessity of cecuring
good teachers for these schools and of paying
them adequately, is to my mind the chief con-
sideration, the key of the whole situation-
and until these desiderata are attained, until
our people corne to appreciate more the worth
of those to whom they can safely commit the
care of their chidren at that tender age when
the impressions received are most lasting, we
cannot hope to see any great improvement
take place. In this connection, I rejoice to
know, however, that one of the subjects, the
harassing subjects, that formed the topic of
debat'e for so many years, has no longer a
rasion d'etre. Its usefulness has, so to say,
gone. The system of boarding round has
disappeared, never to be revived. There is
another subject, ladies and gentlemen, which
I consider o-f paramount importance and to
which I desire to allude, I mean our Normal
Schools. I believe that they are a necessary
adjunct of oir school system-that without
them we can hardly expect that any serious
or real improvernent can take place in the
character and training of our elementary
school teacher. I know that a feeling exists
-and it is proper and right that it should be
so-on the part of our high and Model
Schools that they are quite as competent to
properly fit students for elementary school
diplomas aq are our Normal Schools. I do
not intend to discuss the relative competency
of the one or of the other. I give them both
every credit for earnest devotion to the work
in which they are respectively engaged.
But the one is essentially a training school
while the other is only partially so from
necessity. May we not lookforward to the
time when our present Normal system can
be extended in its mission of usefulness so
that its terms of training at the central point
may be shortened and that the remainder
of the scholastic year may be devoted to
some system, like that inaugurated by our
esteemed friend, the Protestant secretary of
the Education Department, where teachers
and those proposing to teach can meet and
receive instruction in the profession. I
merely mention the idea as a crude one
whichhasoften occurred tomymind and which
would not only produce -it seems to me-
better results as far as uniformity in the
qualifications required of our elementary
school teachts are concerned, but would
show younger ones that of which anany of
theni have often felt seriously the want, that
is, to know how to teach. Ladies and
gentlemen, I have prolonged these remarks
somewhat beyond the lirr.it I had fixed for
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myself at the start. It is not my purpose,
any more than it is my right, to take part in
the discussions which form the objects and
constitute the great usefulness of a body like
this; and I trust that I will be pardoned if
in aîiything I have said, I have given the
slightest cause for dissatisfaction. I am here,
in the first place, because of the honour you
have conferred upon me in making again
your president ; secondly, because of the
identity I shall always wish to maintain with
you, and lastly, because of the great interest
I take in ail that pertains to true educational
progress in this Province. I am or rather
desire to be a Canadian in every sense of the
word, and as such I believe it to be my duty
on every occasion that offers to contribute

my services, humble though they may be, to
any inovement having for its aim-the amiel.
oration of the social position of my fellow.
citizens. We have as a people made great
and almost suprising advances in our material
prosperity and it is to h desired that these
advances should always continue and, if
possible, in increasing ratio. But if that
prosperity is to be a sound and substantial
one, is above ail things necessary that our
people should increase in a cultured and
enlightened intelligence; and this can only
be attained through an educational system,
which will progress with the prosperity that
looks to it for maintenance and support.-
Afontreal Gazette Report.

(To be continued.)

COMMUNICATION.

HIGIIER EDUCATION OF WOMEN.

To Editor of THE EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY.

SIR,-I hope you will allow me to set you
right as to the true attitude of those who
have for years past been advocating the
admission of women to University College.
What we have been working for was not
co-education, but the higher education of
women. Some of the promoters of the
movement may prefer co-education to separ-
ate education as a matter of principle, but if
they do I am not aware of the fact. If the
Legislature of this Province had years ago
offered to establish an institution for women
of a standard as high as that of University
College, I have no doubt the efforts of women
to get into the latter would have ceased.

You are well aware that no such offer was
ever made, and that there is not at the pres-
ent time any college in existence, except
University College, which is in a position to
give female undergraduates of Toronto Uni-
versity the tuition they need in the higher years
of the course. Other colleges admit women,
and ail honour to them for doing so ; but the
course in Victoria and the course in Queen's
is quite different from the course in Toronto
University and College.

You express your preference for a Girton
or a Newnham in Toronto, and no doubt
some of the women who desired admission to
University College share this feeling. Un-
fortunately, however, a Girtcn costs money,
and even the original institution of that name
in Cambridge has had a precarious struggle
for existence in spite of high fees, wealthy
backing, and an abundance of teaching power
to draw upon in the immediate neighbour-
hood. In London, in spite of greater oppor-
tunities and facilities than we have in
Toronto, the authorities of University College
have for years admitted women to the ordin-
ary lectures and classes. In Owen's College
the separate classes for women are not likely
to be kept up beyond the period for which
they are endowed-some three years from
this time. Dr. Eliot, of Harvard, says co-
education has only one decent plea to support
it-economy. Even if this dictum were true
the plea is so strong that Harvard itself, in
spite of Dr. Eliot's stalwartism, will before
long yield to it. Women desiring a real
University education will not go to colleges
established for them unless they are convinced
that the standard is as high as it is in men's
colleges ; and the authorities of colleges will
not long persist in duplicating their staffs, and
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appliance fri the sake of keeping the sexes
apart.

I need har<ly add that you have under-
stated the number of women in attendance
at University College. Instead of three
there are seven, all taking honour work, and
next term there will be several others. But
were it othe:wise the movement could not be
said to have failed,'for those who want to
attend lectures have now an opportunity of I
doing so, and this is all that the movement
aimed at accomplishes. • Nobody ever sup-

posed that women would go to college unless
they desired to do so. Those who are de.
terniined to stay out until they get a Girton
or a Newnham had better look to their
friends to organize a movement in 'their
interest. Meanwhile it is rather too much to
ask women who can see no harm in listening
to lectures along with men to sacrifice them.
selves out of respect for a feeling of repug-
nance which they either do not share or are
willing to crucify. WM. HOUSTON.

Toronto, Novz. 10.

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

FRsT PRINCIPLES OF NATURAL PHILOSO.
PHY, by Dr. Avery. Sheldon & Co.: New
Vork and Chicago, 1884.
TH is is a book for use in common schools.

The author states that especial care has been
taken to provide simple experiments which
do not require expensive apparatus. Teach.
ers will find this book helpful from its supply-
ing useful material for the talks in elementary
physics which every instructor should oc-
casionally have with his classes.

THE Tops OF THE MOUNTAINS; Gen. viii.
5. London : Rivington & Co., 1884.
Tis little book, evidently the work of a

scholar, bas for its subject the " Dispersion of
the Nations, in the Early Twilight of His-
tory." Passages in Old Testament Scripture
are frequently cited as the ground of the
author's views. We have pleasure in com-
mending the work to Canadian scholars who
take an interest in its fascinating theme, not
only for the valuable information it contains,
but for its concise and scientific style of
reasoning.

NATURAL LAW IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD,
hy Henry Drummond, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.
(For sale by Messrs. Williamson & Co.,
Toronto.) ,
DURING the holiday season we had the

opportunity of reading and meditating upon

this remarkable book. Without attempting
a review of it, for the space at our disposal
would not suffice to deal adequately with its
merits, we shall content ourselves with stating
that the author's explanations of the great
problems of life, death and eternity, and of
the harmony between religion and science,
are not only of surpassing interest, but full of
encouragement and consolation. He will be
a rare reader who can rise from the perusal of
this volume with other language than the
words "One thing I know, that whereas I
was blind naw I see." We heartily recom-
mend the book to the notice of the thought-
ful reader.

GOOD BEHAVIOUR; an Elementary Reader
for Public Schools. Cheney & Clapp.
Brattleboro', Vt., 1884.
WE are indebted to the author, Gen. J. W.

Phelps, of Guilford, Vt., for a copy of the
seventh edition of this work, which he mod-
estly refers to as a compilation. Like many
another educator, the author feels that one of
the great missions-would that we couli truth-
fully add, one of the most successful missions
-of the Public School is to civilize the grow-
ing nation, to teach the great laws of kind.
ness, unselfishness and unobtrusiveness, which
are broken every day on our streets and in
our homes ; not the least frequent offenders
being children whom we can reach through
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the schools. With the single exception of
some few references to " republican schools,''
there is scarcely a sentence in " Good lie.
haviour " which might not he made familiar to
every scholar in the land. And in the ab-
sence of any Canadian text-book on the sub-

ject, we commend it to the notice of teachets.
They will know how to use it. A paragraph
will do for a dictation lesson. Some sen-
tence may be written on the blackboard.
Another will serve as an exercise in writing
or composition ; and we venture to say that
many a boy and girl wili remember the spirit
and lesson of the words long after the form
has passed from his memory. We add a few
quotations :-

"None but coarse natures will withhold
kindly respect from foreigners. Tie well-
bred child would not even stare at them ;
and much less would he ever dream of assail-
ing them with insulting words or missiles."
" Scandal is not only an offence against good
manners, but it is a moral wrong." " Ail
local phrases, affectations of foreign accent,
mannerisms, exaggerations and slang are in-
admissible in good society." " Good breed-
ing is always perceived and appreciated, even
by those who are not accustomed to it them-
selves." "One should ever be more careful
of the things of others than of those which
belong to himself"

COLLINs' ROUND HAND WRITRS. Wil-
liam Collins, Sons & Co. (Limited) : Lon-
don, England.

THE objects of this series of copy books
are stated to be :-" i. To give the pupil an
intelligent idea of the manner in which the
letters of the alphabet should be formed.
2. By repeating the (copy) line in the centre
of the page, to provide the pupils with the
meansof comparing their own work with the
correct copy, and thus leading them to an
accurate reproduction of the model. 3. To
familiarize the pupils with the ordinary arith-
metical forms. 4. To secure a well-formed
round-hand style of writing, suitable for cor-
respondence and every kind of business."

The second and fourth of these objects are
kept consistently in view throughout. The
first is carried out onfy so far as the small
letters are concerned, and then not with the
same scientihc method as in " Beatty's New
and Improved Series," published by the
Canada Publishing Company, or in the
I Mercantile" series, published by Copp,
Clark & Co. of this city ; while no attempt is
made to teach the formation of the capitals
systematically, since they are introduced as
they occur in the alphabet. The third object
is so imperfectly accomplished that it does
not merit mention as one of the distinctive
features of the series. It is a good iule with
teachers of writing to give most practice on
those letters that are difficult of formation,
such as k for example. Yet this letter re-

ceives little attention, while the capital 7.
which is not difficult to make, seems to be
the favoured letter. The series consists of
fifteen books, .ae first eight of which are
devoted to the teaching of text and half text.
The remaining seven contain sorne fine
specimens of the round-hand which is the
distinctive feature of the series. Any one
who learns to write after the style of these
books will have a hand that he who runs may

read. We have seen nothing equal to it for
plainness and legibility in any recent series.
Everything, even rapid writing, is made sub-
ordinate to the carrying out of these objects.
For example, the up stroke of the loop letters,
such as h, b and i in the copies before us,
cannot be made without lifting the pen at the
point where the two strokes of the loop cross,
owing to the fact that jog or very awkward
curves occur at that point. It is far better
to have these loops made as in the series
published in this city to which we have re-
ferred, with a sagging curve, though at some
sacrifice of plainness. Another feature worthy
of commendation in these books is the absence
of superfluous strokes. Samples of specially
ruled exercise books for arithmetic and dicta-
tion accompany the series. The mechanical
execution of the whole is excellent, and com-
pares favontably with the compiler's work,
the paper, too, being well selected for the
work for which it is intended.
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COtURSF., TFACI{F.R'li ElDTION, byV the
Brothers of the Christian Schools. To.
ronto: Timms, Moore 8 Co., 1881.

THw aim of the writers as stated in their
preface is to teach the elements of English
grammar, composition and literature from a
practical standpoint. They hold that a good
teacher profits by every occasion that oral
exercises with his pupils afford, to give ex-
amples of purity and dignity of language, and
to correct mistakes made in speaking. They
attach much value to the indirect teaching of
language, and to what Hart calls incidental
and unconscious lessons in grammar. They
lay down the propositions that the teaching of
language should be properly graded, and
should be varied and active, and should be
so directed as to accustom the pupil to com-
position, and that the system should be
rational, and the teaching moral. Hence the
lesson in English is made the occasion of
imparting some knowledge of geography,
history, hygiene, natural history, with not a
little teaching that is purely dogmatic. The
plan adopted has been laboriously and con-
sistently followed throughout. As to the
merits of the plan there will be differences of
opinion. The plan is largely synthetic: first,
the definition, then the example and illustra-
tion, and finally the question. For ourselves

we prefer in language, as in other subjecte,
the analytic method. Vc hclieve it is pos-
sible for all terms to he taught by expel iment.
Every pupil has an outftit of words and sen-
tences which the judicious teacher can use for
the purpose of teaching formal grammiar, and
this analytic method we conceive to be the
only right way. We would not for instance
define vormi/ and declare that a, e, i, o, u,

and sometimes w and y are vowels, and desire
a pupil to say this. We would analyze words
and try to teach pupils to discriminate sounds
from the start, let them see the difference aind
then supply the name, giving the reason for
it, if there is a reason. And so on with all
the definitions. In this work we can hardly
say thatthe formal grammar is abreast of the
present state of linguistic knowledge. Un-
fortunately Goold Brown is taken as an
authority. Since the days of that laborious
compiler the science of language bas made
great advances, and definitions and classifica-
tions that were accepted as settled in his time
are now quite abandoned. There is more
real scientific knowledge of English in one of
Morris's primers than in Goold Brown's pon-
derous tome. We can heartily recommend,
however, those portions of the book relating
to composition and phraseology As a whole,
the book is a work of much merit, and with
the revision of the formal grammar, it would
merit very high praise. The printers have
done their work admirably.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

W direct the attention of our readers to
the prospectus of THE MONTHLY for 1885,
and our new clubbing rates. We offen unsur-
passed facilities for obtaining an abundant
supply of good literature at the cheapest rates.

WE have again to thank friends for con-
tributions, albeit thus far unused. In order
to make room for the very interesting account
of the proceedings in convention of our breth-

ren in Quebec, we are obliged to hold over
notices of meetings in Ontario, and other
educational intelligence.

IT is difficult to see any good reason for
the differentiation in the new certificate cur-
riculum of mental arithmetic from arithmetic
proper. If there is any reason apart from
the existence of text-books on the subject,
why not add mental algebra, mental euclid
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and yea, ailo mental philosophy, all abstract
subjects and to he done rapidly without qlate
and penici! ?

Tut admirable treatise I Reading in the
Primary Schools" which appeared in our
September and October numbers was pre-
pared for the supervisors of the Boston
schools, by Col. Francis W. Parker. of
Quincey fame. His name did not appear on
the tract, and we were therefore unable to
give him credit for his valuable effort. We
are happy to unite the author and the book
too long separated, and to introduce them
once more to our readers.

THE desire to do something for orthoepy
in the Public Schools, is to be commended
though the means to be taken to improve the
pronouncing of words can hardly be con.
sidered quite satisfactory. Good pronun-
ciation is not to be learned from books, and
even if it were it would be better to send
students at once to the dictionary. Its charm
does not consist in the due observance of
accents, and not much good will come from
consulting such a sign-manual as the one
prescribed, unless it be re-written.

LT would appear from various hints in recent
official utterances that an effort will be made
by the Department of Education for Ontario to
direct the profession, either by examination
or otherwise, to the literature that should
occupy their attention during spare hours.
If the various school curricula are what they
should be, if the examinations are in the right
direction, and if habits of independent enquiry
are fostered by our school methods, it is diffi.
cult to understand why the Department should
feel it necessary to encroach upon the teacher's
leisure and pursue the paternal in government
so far as is now proposed. It would be
wiser to see that the schools do their duty and
leave shallow methods of literary culture to
the superficial.

WE would respectfully ask our friend
to assist us in pushing the circulation of
THE MONTHLY. It is of the utmost con-

sequence to the profession that there should
be in the country a worthy and useful
Organ of the teaching fraternity wholly
unconnected with any publishing hous-e
and untrammelled by official or depart-
mental connections. Tnu MONTuit.v fills
the bill, and we repeat, it bas no end to serve
but the good of the profession. We have
recently received most gratifying proofs of the
value uf THE MONTILY to the profession
and the public generally. Our signal aim in
the coming year will be to make the publi-
cation more worthy of the confidence of all
interested in education and general culture.
THE MONTHLY has still work to do, and it
will perform it with the saime courage, energy,
and efficiency, as bas characterized its efforts
in the past.

WE gladly afford Mr. Houston the oppor-
tunity he-seeks to explain his attitude in
reference to the higher education of women
in this Province. We are glad to find that
he is not an advocate of co-education at the
Provincial University, and that he is only
desirous of assisting women to obtain their
undoubted rights. We may regret that he
and the friends for whom he speaks in their
zeal for women's rights, refuse to accept the
logical consequences of their acts and prefer
to take refuge under the shield of expediency,
but we need not necessarily quarrel with their
methods if only the result be satisfactory.
What the result of the experiment now being
forced into trial at University College will be,
remains to be seen. We can only hope it
will be good. The question at issue is not to
be settled by the number of young ladies in
attendance. The conditions of the problem
are not affected because there were only three
in attendance at the opening of term, and a
dozen are in prospect now. Meantime we
commend to the consideration of Mr. Hous.
ton and all other readers the views of
President Wilson and Principal Dawson, as
found in other columns.

THE recently formed Inter-Collegiate Mis-
sionary Alliance has fully established its
raion d'/re by its first annual meeting
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lately he!d in Toronto. Substantial benefit,

it i% felt, must accruc from earnest discussion
by the theological students of the different
churches of the necessities of the missionary
tield and the best methods of work. Only
those religions which are missionary appear
likely to survive in these day% ; and equally
evident does it seem, that, iï Christianity is
to be soon dominant and universal, it is hy a
union of forces for its propagation. May it
not be added, that the Christianity which
seeks points of union-to centre on the Cross
-rather than points of diffcrence, is, in itself,
the purest and most potent ? The Alliance
meets with almost universal favour. Every
principal branch of the Protestant Church
among us is represented in its memberehip,
and clergymen of all names vied with one
another, at the recent meetings, in hearty
commendation of its aims and methods.
The fact that a few extreme separatists
have sounded an alarm gives emphasis to
what we have just said. They alone may
lose by an increase of brotherliness. But
the stand-off, " I-am.holier-than-thou" spirit
is foreign to our soit, as it is to the truest
Christianity.

THAT learned philosopher so intimately
connected with the teaching profession by ties
of brotherhood and official relationship,
Professor George Paxton Young, of Toronto
University, whose remarkable discoveries in
higheralgebrawere recently described in THE

MONTHLY, has followed up his investigations
by further investigations that have not only sur-
prised but delighted the mathernatical world.
At a crowded meeting of the Canadian Insti.
tute, Toronto, on the ist instant, he demon.
strated the solvability of equations of the fifth i

and sixth degree, a problen that has hitherto
baffled the ingenuity of the mathematicians
and which some able scholars have labourea
to prove to be insolvable. Professor Young
bas thus performed another incredible feat :
he has eclipsed his fame as a metaphysician
by his skill as a mathematician. AproAos of
mathematics, we observe that Professor
Young recently took occasion publicly to pay
a tribute of recognition to the brilliant achieve-

ments in mathematical investigation of Mr
Inspector Glashan, Ottawa. l'rasse (rom
such a source is praise indeed. We trust
that the Minister of Ilucation will adopt
Professor Young's suggestion and hnd means
to secure for Mr. Glashan an opportunity for
the full development of his extraordinary
talents. At the sane meeting Professor Lon-
don, also of Toronto University, communi-
cated to the Institute, the results of his recent
inquiries into the theory of thick lentes. He
was able to show a method for developing
by easy steps Gauss' theory, and rendering
the study of that most important and practi.
cal subject-optics-less difficult. Profes-or
Loudon's discovery will be of great practical
utility If there is any lingering doubt of the
ability of young Canadians to fill chairs in
the Provincial College, that doubt will now
be dispelled by the discovery made by Pro-
fessor Loudon in his chosen field of study.

SAYs an old Chinese proverb: " A false-
hood, a hundred years old, has still its suck-
ing teeth." It seems that the epithet of
"godless," applied to University College,
well-nigh a generation ago, is not to be got
rid of. Indeed, the calumny which it em-
bodies is still diligently circulated, and occa.
sionally, as in a recent communication to the
press, finds violent public enunciation. The
learned President, Dr. Wilson, has replied
with vigour to this latest slander. His state-
ment ought to be conclusive. The retired
president of University College is a clergy-
man of the Church of England. Othet
clergymen have been on the staff in recent
years. The daily work of the College is
opened with public prayer, and all resident
students have, from the first, been required
" to be present in the hall at daily morning
and evening prayer, with reading of the
Scriptures," except where parents expressly
object on conscientious grounds. ,The ma-
jority of the non-resident students are housed
in the various adjacent Theological Halls.
An active Y.M.C.A. of 170 members exists
within the college, and the Professors par-
ticipate in its work. This Y.M.C.A. carried
out last winter most of the religious as well
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as secular instruction in the " Newsboys'
lMging," and engaged in Christian work in
the hospital and elsewhere. On the morning
of the lait University Convocation, the Presi.
dent of the college, by special request of the
graduating clai, met with them in a devo-
tional meeting prior to the taking of their
degrees. The challenge is thrown out to the
denominational universities to produce a
aimilar band of t7o Christian wor' s among
their studants.

We would hope that the " godeu college'
cry hai not now a very large following. It
is time that the last were heard of it. No
Arts College in the Dominion can justly
claim more of a Christian atmosphere than
that over wh-ich Dr. Wilson, himself an emi.
nent Christian worker, presides.

Au interesting controversy is raging in
England over Mr. Inspector Fitch's Memo-
randum on Dr. Crichton Browne's Report
on Over Pressure in Board Schools. In
February lait, Mr. Mundella, in responge to
a very acrimonious correspondence in th-
newspapers, appointed Dr. Crichton Browne
to investigate the truth of the complaiats.
The Doctor visited the schools, and once or
twice he was accompanied by Mr. Fitch. By
April 3oth Dr. Browne's Report was in the
hands of the Vice-President of the Council,
and quite ready to be produced for the con-
fusion of the critics of the Education Depart.

ali Notes. 4>

ment. Hut the 1)epartment was unwilling to
publish the document, for it was found that
1ir. Browne's report was adverse to the views
held by the Vice-President. At last, after
much urging, Mr. Mundella published the
report. and also, as an antidote to it, a
memorandum by the very Mr. Fitch who ac.
companied )r. Crichton Browne on has
round of inspection. The ScAmmster, which
gives a full account of the controversy, does
not hesitate to describe the memorandum as
a most misleading document in more ways
than one. The newspapers are making it
very warm for Mr. Fitch, and are opening
Mr. Mundella's eyes to the fact that over
pressure does exist, and must exist as the in.
evitable result of examination under the pro-

i visions of the present code. The Education
Department in England is suffering from offi.
cial blindness. We have had a similar afflic.
tion in Ontario over this very question of
over-pressure, consequent upon payment by
results, and the darkness would have re-
mained to this day if the teachets, aided by
THE MONTHLY, had not dispelled it.
Everywhere the official is the last to learn
the truth about the schools. We hope the
English Board Teachers, with whom we
sympathize most deeply, will continue their
agitation until the most pernicious dogma
that has ever vexed the school system, Pay-
ment by Results, has been swept away. The
eumple of Ontario should be some slight
encouragement to them.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

MESSRs. GINN, HEATH & Co., Boston,
have in preparation a text-book on " Tem-
perance," by the well-known author, Axel
Justafson.

D. APPLETON & Co. have almost ready
for publication a new edition of John Stuart
Mil's " Political Economy," with notes by
Prof. Laughlin, of Harvard College.

THE tempting bill of fare for 1885 fur-
nished by the Century Co., New York, should
secure many new readers for The Century
and St. Nickolas, as well as retain the old.

A RECZNT number of the London Specta.
tor, contales a favourable notice of "' Old
Spookse's Pas and other Poems," by Miu
Isabella Valancey Crawford. Jas. Bain &
Son, Toronto.

TaE Books and Notioms (monthly, 50
cents, J. J. Dyas, 2o Wellington Street east,
Toronto), is a very readable serial, devoted
to the interests of the Book, Stationery and
Fancy Goods Trades.

TRE Annuai Circular of the Ontario Busi-
ness College, Belleville, is a neat pamphlet
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cohntaining nuch interesting information con-
cerning the rise and growth of a very pros.
perous and lcscrving institution.

"l Sio: or 1 low to Plunctuate." ly Paul
Allardyce (Thot. Whittaker & Co., L.ondon),
ii gradually îonding its way into thi% country.

Naw annonticements in the E:nglish " Men
of Letters' %cries are a volume on John
Stuart M:it by John Morley, and another on
Carlyle by Sir James Fitz.James Stephen.

DR. 1:,iwARt> A. FREKMAN has been ap-
pointed P'rofessorof Modern llistoryat Oxford
in the room of the Right Revercnd William
Stubbs. D.!)., Bishop of Cheiter, resigned.

TuF Christmas Number of Harper's Maga-
zinc promises to be a marvel of artistic beauty
and literary excellence ad variety. The
old favousite seems to have discovered the
perennial fo'intain of youth and beauty.

Latine (D. Appleton & Co., New York,)
again appears after the holiday season, unique,
bright and uselul as ever. It furnishes a
whole battery of arguments in favour of the
ancient classics as an instrument of education.

THE November Popular Science Monthly
contains "German Testimony on the Classics
(>uestion," by J. F. Fernald; " Origin of the
Synthetic Philosophy," by Herbert Spencer,
and " Pending Problems of Astronomy," by
Professor C. A. Young.

" THE Ancient Empires of the East,' by
A. H. Sayce (Chas. Fcribner's Sons, New
York), is lhkely to supersede everything that
has been written on the history of the ancient
empires of the east as regards accuracy and
the embodiment of the most recent facts.

IESSRS. SCRIHNER are about to publish a
new volume by Canon Rawlinson. entitled,
" Egypt and Babylon," and an important
new work by Dr. Schliemann describing his
researches which led to his discovery of the
prehistoric palace of the Kings of Tiryns.

MESSRS. G. P. PUTNAM'S SoNs announce
-"How Should I Pronounce? or the Art of
Correct Pronunciation," by W. H. 1. Phyfe.
Mr. Ayres will not have all the field to him-
self, and the critics have long since decided
that he is too inaccurate to have that distinc.
tion.

Tl'EN thousand extra copies of the Novem-
ber Century, containing General Beauregard's
article on " Bull Run," were called for by the
public. Of the December number, contain.
ing General L.eo Wallace's paper on " Fort
Donelson," 15o,ooo copies are printed.

TiiE Atlantic for November contains a
great variety of interesting papers among
which may be mentioned " Bichbrook Mill"

by John ;rccnleafWiittier ; "Stephen Teu-
hurt's Autobiography ' hy Ilenry James,
and« "The Song of the Silenus," by Samuel
V. Cole. Again we mention an admirable
feature in this magsrine. "l The Ilookç of the
Month."

UNtiR the tille Th Io l w',rm, John
I. Alden, New York, send- out for 25 cents
a year a little magaine containing tid-bits
from his published works so daintily served
that the reader will be tempted to buy the
whole volume. We have already spoken of
the literary revolution which Mr. Alden has
accomplished in producing the best works at
an insignficant price.

WE can hardly commend to those of our
readers wishing something new to read the
love letters of Bulwer. From the specimens
going the rounds of the newspapers it will
be easy to sec that they are disgusting, inane
and si'ly. The executrix of the dowager
Lady Lytton who has inflicted these letters
upon the world in order to retaliate for the
unkind things related in the Bulwer Bio.
graphy of that unhappy lady has mercifully
withheld the answers to t hundreds of
amatory epistles. They must all have been
of a piece.

FAR different is the volume, "Carlyle in
London," recently given to the world by
Mr. Froude. We now know the worst that
can be said of Carlyle and that worst is not
very bad after all. Carlyle is a great favourite
with teachers, and they will gladly read
the concluding volume of the memoirs of a
man, of whom his biographer says : " In no
instance did he ever deviate even for a
moment from the strictest lines of integrity."
The work is ot absorbing interest and gives
us a rare opportunity to see the world o(
politics and literature through the eye of
genus.

THE Edletic, for November, contains its
usual rich variety. Eighteen selected articles
from the British reviews and magazines ; the
literary notices, foreign literary notes and
miscellany make up a capital number.
" What Dreams are Made of," by Dr. An-
drew Wilson, we have from the Gentleman's ;
from the Contemporary, " The Conflict with
the Lords," by Prof. Goldwin Smith; " Sea
Stories," by W. Clark Russell, the latter a
sh.rp critique on " Land Lubber " writers,
who venture on nautical "yarns," and an
earnest plea for poor Jack, whose condition,
despite palace stean hips and philanthropic
Plimsolls, is still anything Lat a desirable
one ; in the National A'eview, Wm. J. Ilrris
makes a strong plea for " Protection, fron
the Workman's Point of View."


